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ABSTNACT

This stud-y investigated the reliability and. predictive validity of

the Cooperative School and College Ability Tests Series If (SCAT Series

II), published by Ed-ucational Testing Service.

.The test yield.s a verbaf and a mathenatical score as well as a

total or co¡nposite score. Four 1eve1s of d.ifficulty are provid-ed.:

Level 4 is intend.ed- to cover grades 4 thrrough 6; Ievel J, grad.es I

throu$h 9; level 2, grades 10 through t2¡ and 1eve1 1, grad-es 12 througl

14. The grad-es are those in the United- States ed-ucational system. Two

eguivalent forms are available at each level.

Estimates of d-elayed. alternate-form reliability were obtained- for

levels 2 and- ), ForLy-four stud-ents wrote level J, form A (34) in Uay

of their gnd-e I year and- level l, forn g (:g) in May of their grade 8

year! Two ind.epend.ent grcirps with respectively 44 and- 45 stud-ents w'rote

1eve1 2, form A (Z¡) in May of their gra.d.e ) year and- level 2, for:n B

(Zn) in May of their grad.e 10 Year.

Estinates of pred-ictive valid.ity were obtained. for levels 2 and- l.

Thirty-nine grade B stud-ents wrote lB; 43 Sraae 9 stud-ents w-rote 2A; and

27 gre;de 10 stud-ents w-rote 28. The SCAT Series ff was ad-ministered-

between May and. Septernber and- the criterion measure was the set of

school examination results available in June of the subsequent year.

The pred.ictive valid.ity stud-y was replicated. using ind-epend-ent

samples of students who wrote the SCAT Series II a year after the first

a.d-ministration. At this second. a.d.ministration 39 grad.e B stud.ents wrote

)B; 4? era,d.e ! stud-ents wrote 2A; and. 5? eraÅ.e 10 stud'ents u-rote 28.

:.-: -.J
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Cross validatiôn was ca:ried out by applying the multiple

regression equations d.eveloped., for each forrn and levelr from the

resuÌts of the first SCAT Series II a.d.ministration and. the school exan-

ination results of the following year, to the results of the second. SCAT

Series ïf ad.ministration. The results of the internal school exam-

inations for the year following the second, adninistration of the SCAT

Series fI were used as the criterion measure.

The d_e1ayed. alternate-form reliability estimates ranged- from

r = ,6!6 (p (.01) to r - ,?54 (l (.01) for the verbal subtest; fron

I = .ZI9 6 (.ot) to r = .8BO (p (.01) for the mathematical subtest;

and fron r = ,?53 (p (.01) to r = ,86? (p (.01) for the total test.

The initial estimates of pred-ictive valid-ity ::anged- fron r = ,302

(p (.05) to q = .609 (1, (.Of ) for the verbal subtest¡ from r = .424

(p (.Ot) to I = .?26 (p (.Of ) tor the mathematical- subtest; and from

!: 1+5? (p (.01) to r = ,?23 h (.01) for the total test'

The estimates of pred-ictive valid-ity obtained. on re.plication ranged-

fïom r = ,24ö (y)r,tO\ to r = ,595 6 (.Ot) for the verbal subtest;

from 4 = ,432 (p (.01) to E = .585 (p (.Of ) for the mathematical

subtest; and from r = .405 (p (.Ot) to r = ,6?0 (p (.01) for the total

test.

The cross validatlon coefficients ranged- from g = ,406 (n (.01) to

E= .6t6 (y (.ot) ror the multiple regression equations using the

verbal and. mathematical SCAT Series ff scores as the ind.ependent

variables.

It was concluded. that the test can be considered. a¡ acceptably

reliable and valid test of scholastic aptitude at high school Ievel,

although there were sufficient discrepencies between pred.icted academic
Ll:_



perforÍtance and. actual aca.denic perfor:nance to warrant stud-y of the

effect of other variables, such as stud.y habits and. attitud-es, on

academic Perfoilnance.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTTON

Stand.ard.ised tests have been extensively used. in selection and-

placement situations. The nai-n interest in such tests lay in their

ability to pred.ict future 'performance in sone d-ifferent situation and. in

their ability to do so consistently. I:rvestigations on the reliability

and. pred-ietive valid-ity of tests are carried. out by their publishers.

Their results should" be substantiated- or verified-.

Not nany schools now use entrance tests to select students, but

tests l1ke the SCAT Series II are stiIl used. for ad-minj-strative purposes'

in placement, and in guid,ance situations. Exanples of these uses are

found. at junior high Ievel in the use of the Differential Aptitud-e Tests

(Bennett, Seashore, &'tJesman, 7g?2), and at college level in the use of

the College Entrance Exanination Boarrd. Scholastic Aptitud-e Test (tottege

Entrance, 196?). An investlgation of the SCAT Series fI to determine

estinates of its reliability and pred-ictive valid.ity for a specific

school is therefore useful and- significant since it allows comtrnrison of

the Hand.book estinates with estimates obtained. on a snal1 sample,

estirnates based- on a more intensive and extensive stud.y of that small

sanple than i-s possible for the test publisherso If the SCAT Series II

is to be used- as an entrance test, or screenfug Ínstrunent, or in
1placenent,* then the pred.ictj-ve validity estinates must be investigated-

ltf,u SCAT Series ff was not used in guidance situations in the



for the situation in which it is to be applied- regardless of the

publisherts figures.

In the Handbook SCAT Series II (tg6Z) the reliabil-ities quoted are

estimates of internal consistency whereas "co:relations between alter-

nate forms and- test-retest correlations have not been obtained."

(Hand.book, p, 42). Estimates of internal- consistency (split-hal-f

rel-iability) are greatly affected. by the speed.ed.ness of the test

examlned (Anastasi, I968i Brom, tg?O), and although the publisher

clains that the SCAT Series II 1s not "und-uly speeded"" (Hg.nd"book, p. 48)

it would. significantly ad.d- to the information available about SCAT

Series II to d.etennine a¡r estinate of re]iability less affected- by the

speed-edness of the test. Speed-ed.ness affects other varieties of

reliability coefficient a1so, but, of these, equivaler:t- or alternate-

forn reliability is the one which is less influenced. by speed.ed:ress than

the others (Anastasi, I968i Brown, I9?O),

Another factor affecting reliabllity estimates is the range of

scores in the sample used. to deternine the reliability. The SCAT Series

II publisher comments:

rn order to obtain a check on the applicability of the reporLed-
reliabilities to the typical school, average within-school-
reliabilities were estimated- for grades J, B, 11, and- 12 using
scaled. score statistlcs. These were found- to be from .02 1o .08
less than the reliabilities for complete grad-e gloups. For the
average school, then, the reporbed. values are overestimates to
only a small- d.egree; however, for ind-ivid-ual schools that are
more homogeneous than the average, the overestinate would. be
greater. These estimates [trto"ã in the hand-book] are not
intended as substitutes for reliabil-ities that the school
should- compute. (Hand.book, p. 43)

school at which this
in order to avoid. a

stud.y was conducted. for the period. of the stud.y
"se1f-fulfilling prophecy effect".



A study in which the range of scores can be stud.ied- and. compared- with

the average range, as Í-ndicated. in the H4ndbook SCAT Series II (tg6Z)

a¡d the SCAT-SIEB Series Tf Book of Norms (tgZO), and- for which the

alternate-form reliability is available will add. significantly to the

information concerning this test and- its applicability to a practical

situation.

0n valid.ity the publisher states that "since SCAT Series II is

intended. primarily as a measure of a stud.ent's ability to succeed. in

future acadenic work, its pred.ictive valid.ity is of primary importance"

(HandÞoo.k, p.47), tut the criterion used by the publisher to valid.ate

the test is "mid-term grad.es in English and. Mathematics, and. Cumulative

Grad.e Point Ave::ages for the stud-ents tested. in the normlng

ad.ministration" (HanÊþook, p. 4I). Mid--terrn grad-es ma/ or nay not be

themselves reliable ind-icators of the final stand-ings of stud.ents, and

it would- seem that a stud-y validating the test against final stand-ings--

those used in school at year-end- for promotion purposes--wou1d. also be a

useful contribution to the information available on this test.

T}IE PROBLEM

Since publication of the SCAT Serj-es If in 1966, aparb from the

reviews quoted- in S.eventþ Me.ntal-Measurements Ïearbook (Buros, ig?Z),

only one study of the SCAT Series II has been published.. fn this stud"y

Willis and Nichofson (19?0) investigated the use of the SCAT Series fï

as a college aptitud.e measure. As of JuIy t9?5 alternate-form

rel-iability and pred.ictive valid.ity estimates for the SCAT II for the

high school level- ha.d not been published. As of Octobet Ig?5

Ed.ucational Testing Service had. no information available "regarling
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delayed alternate form reliability andfor pred.ictive valid-ity of SCAT

Series If for pre-college Ievels" (Raske, Note 1).

Statement of the ?4oblem

Is the SCAT Series If a reliable test instrument, and- d.oes i-t have

significant predictive validity at high school level?

Consid-eration of this general question led. to five more speciflc

questions 2

1. Does the scAT series II show joint stability over tine and.

equivalenee over forms in terms of d.elayed. aJ-ternate-forrn reliability

coefficients?

2, Do estimates of d-e]ayed. alternate'foïm reliability show

consistency between ind.epend-ent sarnples?

3. Does the SCAT Series II have significant pred-ictive validity

over a range of high school grad-es?

l+, Do estimates of pred.ictive valid-ity show consistency between

ind-epend"ent samPles?

5, Does the SCAT Series II have significant pred-ictive valid.ity on

eross vaJ-1d-ation?

Assunptions

It is assumed that it is morally and educationally d-efensible to

use standarrlised. tests for selection, placementr âild guid.ance purposes.

Cronbach (tgZO) supports this view when he says "tests provid.e facts

tbat help us understand people" (p. B). Anastasi (1968) responds to

various criticisms of tests and testing. She conclud-es that tests can

be misused. but that "when properly used, however, they serve an

imporbant function in preventing irrelevent and" unfair d.iscrimination"

4
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b, 5Ø), and. when ,'combined- with information about his background., test

scores should. facilitate the planning of effective ed.ucational

experiences for maximum ind-ivid.ual d.evelopment" (p, 565). Further

supporL is given by Browr (tgZO) when he argues that "even though tests

d.o nake mistakes in ind-ividuaJ- cases, there is a body of evidenc" ittt

shows that in a variety of situations tests d.o a better job than other

available evafuation nethods" (p. 2).

It is further assumed. that end. of school-year avem.ges are

neaningful ind-icators of academic achievement. These averages have

cerLainly been so used. i-n the past and are stilI so used.--in school-s for

promotion purposes and. by universlties for adnission purposes.

LIMITATTONS OF THE STIIDY

Id,ea11y in examinlng the d.elayed. aJ-ternate-form reliability of a

test having two alternate forms, half of each sample should- take form A

first while the other half takes form B first, to obviate or counter-

bal-ance any effects d.ue to the orrler of ad.minist:ation. In the present

stud-y this was not possible d-ue to cerLain restrictions plaeed. on the

Í-nvestigator by the exigencies of the school progralnme.

Replication of the reliability stud.y for level I was unfortunately

not possible. ?ermission to administer the SCAT Series fÏ 1eve1 l, form

A, to the grad.e f stud-ents in the elementary school was not obtained. in

time for then to take parL in the initial administration.

Because of the acad.enically selective nature of the school at

which this stud.y was conducted. the stud-ent bod.y is probably more

homogeneous than is the case in the average school (tfte Otis-Lennon

d.eviation IQ range for the samples used. in this study qas from 8/ to 141
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nith a mean of 721- and. a standard d,eviation of 70.42; four of the scores

were less than 100). This would- be expected. to have the effect of

prod-ucing a narrower ïange of SCAT Series IÍ scores at this school- than

woul¿ be observed. in an ave:rlge schoolr and- this in turn wouId. tend- to

depress the estimate of reliability obtained- for the school.

Since the second form was adminj-stered a ful1 year after the

a.d.ninistration of the first forrn--i.e., with a sunmer vacation and- then

ten nonths of schooling intervening--the normally quoted- maximum time

interval of six nonths for test-retest reliability (Anastasi, 1968) was

considerably exceeded. This might be expected- to d.epress the estimate

of reliability obtained.. Also¡ since not all ind-ividuals wil-l benefit

equally fron the ten months schooling and. inequality in matu::ation

would. be expected- this d-elay of one year between ad.ministrations night

seriously lower the correlation obtained.. This, once again' was an

aspect of the investigation not und.er the d-irect control of the

investigator.

The ¡nore hornogeneous abilities of the stud.ents would- also tend- to

reduce the potential size of the validity estimate. Again the

investigator had. no control over this aspect of the investigation--it

was not feasible for the school to accept all applieantsr and for

obvious reasons the school choose to accept those applicants who seèmed.

best suited academically.



Cbapüer 2

TI{EORETICAÍ, BACKGROTJND AND LTTERATIIRE NEVIEW

TT{EORETTCAÍ BA CKGROUND

Although eveqf measuring instrument should. possess valid.ity and-

reliability, the concepts of valid-ity and- rellability of a test are like

legal fictions--useful a¡rd sonetimes ind-ispensible constructs, but with-

out real existence. Both valid-ity a¡d- reliability are situation

specÍ-fic and- d.epend. on the test i-tselfr the testing situation' the

sanple tested-, and. the computational method- used..

Brown (tgZO) on valid.ity says 2

The single most paramount cha::acteristic of a psychological test is
its valid-ity, the extent to which it measures whatever it is
d.esigned- to measure. l{ithout empirical d-ata regard.ing the valid.ity
of a test we have no evidence, conclusive or persuasive, as to what
the test actually measures, llithout this evid.ence we cannot glve
neaning to or inlerpret the test score. (p, 46)

On reliability he cautions that "unless a test measures consi-stently

. . . little faith can be placed- in the results obtained-" (p. 45).

\;-.!.";]:.;-;,t -
l-:;.:1.1,'j,rl

.:.:, .:._.:.:_:Reliabili_ty

Reliability is usually d.efined. as relative freedom from e:mror of

measurenent, i.ê. r the extent to which a test is consistent in measuring

whatever it purporLs to neasure. It is usually estimated. by some forrn ,,,,,,,l:'-:'-"'

of co:refation coefflcient.

Cronbach $gfO) prefers the term coefficient of gene::alizability to

the "old.er terminology . . . 'reliability coefficient' " (p. 156) and
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equates this coefficient with the ::atlo of varj-ance of r:niverse scores

to variance of observed scores. If each member of a population is

¡neasured. on two separate occasions and. the two sets of lnd-epend.ent

observations correlated., then the correlation %r estimates the ratio

of true score variance to obtained score variance (Ferguson , I9?I), or

the ratio of variance of universe scores to variance of observed. scores

(Cronbach, Ig?O). It can be shonn that the reliability coefflcient or

variance ntio is equal to the squaïe of the correlation between

obtained- scores and. true scores (f,ora & Noviek, 1968). It is

reasonable, therefore, to report the reliability coefficient as the

proportion of variance in the obtained. scores that represents variance

in the true seores. This means that the estimates of reliability

d"erived. from the administ::ation of a specific form of .a test to a

specific sample of stud-ents under controlled- cond.itions ¡¡ields estimates

of measurement elfror of that forrn and sample und.er the cond.itions

specified..

Cronbach (tgZO) argues for one general method of determining

reliability estimates.using at least two-way analysis of variance' but

others suggest a variety of nethods. Mehrens and lehman (tg6g) suggest

that the more conmon nethod.s used to estinate reliability reported- in

test manuals are!

1. Measures of stability (test-retest reliability).
-/Ì 2. Measures of equrvarence 1parallel-form reliability).

I

3. Measures of internal consistency.

They includ.e und.er measures of internal consj-stency both split-half

estimates and. Kud.er-Richardson estimates.

The coefficient of stability is based. on the idea that a test
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d.esigned to rneasure a tm.it, which is assumed to be relatively stable

with respect to tlne, should- give similar results on retesting. This

coefficient is obtained- by repeated. testj-ng over tine and- calculating

the prod.uct-moment correlation between the test and retest scores.

The coefficient of equivalence is based. on the id.ea that any given

test cannot possibly contain the whole universe of possible test items.

Therefore, if two tests intend.ed. to show stability over time consist of

rand.on samples of items, the scores obtained. by testees r,rrit5-ng both

forms of the test with a vely short time interval between r,rritings

should be highly correlated. This coefficient is obtained- by testing a

group of subjects on both for¡ns with a very shorL itme interval between

tests and- calculating the prod.uct-monent correlation between the test

scores.

The split-haIf method of estinating reliability can be consid-ered-

as a rneasure of equivalence but Anastasi (t968) and. trlehrens and fehman

(tg6g) consider it a measuie of internal consistency, while Brown (tgZO)

maintains that this method- measures homogeneity and is' therefore,

conceptually d-ifferent from the first two rnethod-s above.

The Kud-er-Richard.son estimates avoid the problem of exactly how the

test should. be split, as the "formulas represent the average correlation

obtained. fron all possible split-half reliability estimates" (Mehrens &

Lehman, 1969, p. 38).

Mehrens and. f,ehman (tg6g) suggest a "coefficient of equivalence. and.

stability could be obtained- by giving one form of the test and ' after a

period. of time, adninistering the other form and. correlating the results"

b. 3?). This is identical with the d.elayed al-ternate-form reliability

coefficient listed by Anastasi (tg68). This coefficient would be
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expected- to be the most rigorous test a¡rd give the lowest estimate of

reliability of the method.s outlined above, combinlng as it d.oes all of

the factors in the test-retest design and the panllel-form design which

produce inconsistencies. 0bviously, as witt'r the paralleI-form d.esignt

to counterbalance any effects which might bq¡ due to the order of

a.d.ministration the test sanple should. be d.ivid-ed. into two g¡oups ' one

g.roup r"rriting form A first then form B while the second- group writes

form B first then form A.

All of the method.s outlined. above, except the Kud.er-Richarrlson

estinates, make use of the prod-uct-moment coefficient as the appropriate

estinate of conelation. The appropriateness of the prod.uct-monent

coefficient as the estimate of reliability can be derlved algebraically

(Ferguson, I9?0, p, 365),

There are three major sources of emor which result in

inconsistencies of measurement a¡rd. therefore tend. to lower reliability

estlmates, Those which 1i.¡ within the test itself should- be controlled.

for by careful test construction and. analysis on the parb of the authors

and. publishers. Those attributable to test ad.ministratlon are perhaps

the easiest to ninimise. Having a suitably tæ,ined. test ad.ministrator

who will adhere rigid.ly to the instructions printed. in the test nanual

wil-l red.uce these errors. An ad.minist::ator capable of recognising and-t

if necessary, allowing for d-isruptions and. d.isturbances wj-l-l further

red-uce these enors. Those attributable to "such extraneous factors as

fatigue and p:n ctice" (Hanclbook SCAT Series II, 196?) and. to the natural

variability of humans from occasion to occasion are not d.irectly

controllable.

In add.ition to these three sources of e:ror there are other factors
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which will influence reliability. If the test is appreciably speeded.,

"single-triaI reliability coefficients, such as those found- by odd--even

or Kud.er-Richarrlson techniques, are inapplicable" (Anastasi, 1968, p.

89). ff ind-ividual d-ifferences in scores d.epend. to any extent on speed-

of performance single-trial reliability coefficients will be spuriously

high (Anastasi, 1968¡ Brown, 19?O)¡ '

A second factor is the rîange of scores in the sample tested- and.

used to estimate the reliability. Usually reliabil-ity coefficients

calculated- for a heterogeneous group will be overestimates of the

reliability of the same test for a more homogeneous group (Anastasi,

7968; Cronbach, L9?Oi Mehrens & l,ehman , 7969),

Ìlesman (tgSZ) considers that a reliabi1ity coefficient would

normally be based- on equivalent forms of a test ad.ministered on separate

occasions to a groupr i.eo, an estimate of the coefficient of

equivalence. ff sone opportunity for learning has taken place betr^ieen

the ad.rninistrationsr as is the case with d-eIayed. alternate-form

reliability, the correlation obtained-, llesman saysr should. not be

considered. as a simple estirnate of reliability. Wesman's view is

countered by Mehrens and- lehman (tgZl) who argue that the situation

where a person is interested. in both pred.iction over a period- of tlme

and. in stability is much more likely than the situation where a person

is interested. in stability on1y. They conclude that a delayed.

alternate-form investigation takes into account changes d.ue to both

trait instability and item specificÍ-ty and. that such an estimate of

reliability is normally lower than the estimates of equivalence and.

stability ¡neasr¡red. separately.

The time interval between administ:rations d.oes not appear to have
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been agreed. upon in general but Anastasi (f968) says "the interval

between retests should. rarely exceed. six months" (p. ?9), 0n the other

hand, Cronbach (tgZO) states "if he [tfre tester] intends to make long

range pred.ictions or to measure a trait that is supposed to be consta;nt'

he wants stabillty over long periods" (p. 1?8). Cronbacrr (r9ZO) quotes

a set of stability data for the Stanford--Binet Scale with retests at

[-year and. 11-year intervals, and- another stud.y of the Differential

Aptitud-e Test with parallel forms administered. three years apart

(pp, t??-r?8).

Unless a test is reasonably reliable the scores cannot, with any

d.egree of confid.ence, be related. to any other variables. The

evaluation of a test in terms of reliability reduces to the question,

how reliable should. a test be? Wesnan (tgSZ) answeïs this obliquely,

saylng that a reliability coefficient cannot be lnterpreted properly in

the absence of information regarding the spread of ability in the sample

used to d.eternine the reliability. This view is support,ed- by Anastasi

OgAÐ when she says "it is apparent that ever1r reliabillty coefficient

should be accompa.nied- by a full description of the type of group on

which it was d-eternined" (p , g4). Cronbacfr (tgZO) also d.eclines to

quote figures for acceptable reliability of a test, saying "information

on reliability is supplementary. It sometimes waïns us that valid.ity

will be limited, because of e:=or of measurement" (p. 18e).

Because of the specificity of reliability, any prospective user of

a test is well advised. to stud.y how closely the cond-itions under which

the reliability estimates available have been obtained approximate to

the situation in which the test will actually be used. ff possible the

tester shoul¿ conduct an investigation to estimate the reliability for
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his or her own specific situation. Even having d-one so it must be kept

1n mind that no two samples of stud-ents will give id.entieal estinates.

All that can be hoped. for is that keeping all other faetorsr or as many

as possible, eonstant, the d.ifferenee in estimates might not be large.

Valid-ity

Rel-iability and valid.ity are related. It has been shown that the

valid-ity of a test is limited. by the reliability of the test a¡rd-

provid-ed cerbain assumptions are ¡net valid.ity cannot exceed the square

root of the reliability (Brown, I9?Oi Cronbach, 1g?O). Ìühi1e it is

cl-esirable for a test to have as high a reliability as possible it is

conceivable for a test to be capable of measurement with perfect

consistency--a reliability coefficient of 1.OO--but rùj-ch was not

related. to any other variable. Such a test would have high consistency

but no valid-ity.

Of the various possible classifications of ty¡res of valid.ity' that

proposed. by the American Psychological Association in Stand.ard-s for

Ei,geaiional and. Ps:rc4olpgica1-Ie.sts (Rtn, L9?4) seems the most suitable

and. the discussion whi-ch follows is based broadly on this classifi-

cation.

Validity is d-ivid.ed. into three main categories:

1. Construct valid.ity is concerned with what tr"ait the test

actually measures, and evaluation of the construct valid.ity of a test is

sometines considered a jud.ge¡nental process rather than the statistical

assessment of a quantitative ind.ex, although some quantified and

psychornetric guidelines have been extended þ Campbell and Fiske (tgsg).

2, Content validity is concerned. with how well the test content

l:. "
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samples the universe of sitr:ations of which the test is supposed to be a

sample. Again evaluation is a jud.gemental process.

3, Criterion validity is concernetl with the question of how well

the scores on the test pred.ict perforrmance on some criterion measure.

This nakes the crj-terion a¡ extrenely inportant parL of the total

sitr¡ation, and- the actrial content of the pred.ictor test is essentially

irrelevent. Items will be selected in terms of their ability to pred-ict

the criterion. The test functions as a predictor and. a quantitative

ind.ex can be developed to evaluate the test.

lhe eriterlon measure is of considerable interest and, importance.

Unless the criterion measure itself is meaningful, has slgnificant

content valid.ity and- is stable with respect to time, no usefirl

correlations can be expected- between the test scores and the criterion

measure. Several cha::acteristics necessarX¡ in a criterion measure can

therefore be id.entified..

The relevance of the eriterion measure is concerned. with the extent

to which the criterion measure in fact measures some inrportant aspect of

the conceptr:al criterion. Grade point averages (Cpl) or examination

averages might be useful or suitable criterion measures of success at

school d.epend.ing on exactly how success at school is d.efined.. Success-

fu11y eompleting a year or grad-e in the sense of Lraving a sufficient

gïasp of the subject matter or material covered. to justify promotion to

the next year or grade suggests GPA or examination averages should- be

a.dequate criterion measures--they are certainly so used in schools and

colleges.

The reliability of the criterion neasure inplies consistent

measurement over time and. the problems of reliability in the criterion
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are those of control of measurement error similar to the problems

encountered. in d.ealing with the reliability of any other test.

The freed.on of the criterion measure from bias and. contamination is

vitally important. Freed-om from bias is best control-led- for by making

the criterion as objective as possible. Criterion contamination is best

avoid-ed- by arranging matters so that the staff assigning grad-es in the

internal- exaninations do not have access to the pred.ictor test scores,

and. no incl-ication is given to them of the d-egree of agreement between

their asslgned- gra.d.es and- the pred.ictor scores.

The nost coÍrmon method. of d-etermining pred-ictive valid-ity is to

correlate the pred-ictor scores of some group Ìrith the criterion scores

of the same group. As normally ca:ried- out this involves: (a) tfre

selection of a group of subjects; (t) tfre administration of the test to

the group; (c) the collection of criterion data after a suitable

interval of time; (d) correlating the test scores with the criterion

scoïes. Such a correlation is termed- a valid-ity coefficient.

Since it is a cor¡eIati-on coefficient, a valid.ity coefficient w111

be affected. by any factors which affect correlation coefflcients. The

actual range of the scores for the sample nust be taken into accountt

the assumption that the variables are related. in a linear nanner should.

be met, and. the d.istributlon shapes of the sets of scores must be

consid.ered-.

Restrictions of range of test scores is of concern to users who

utilise tests for selection purposes. Kaufnann (tgZZ) points out the

restricti-on in range of test scores for a test administered. to a

honogeneous group nay be the d.irect cause of low estimates of

reliability and. validity. fn the case of a school- selecting students,
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the total applicant g.roup would. be the appropriate reference population

for determining the valid-ity of the test. Correlating test scores with

criterion scores for the g:roup actually selected cannot give any

information about those applicants not sel-ected-. The act of selection

restricts the ::ange of scores on the pred.lctor test and. this in turn

night 1ead. to a lower correlation for the selected. group than might have

been found- if all applicants ha.d- been selected- no matter what they

scored (Cronbach, Ig?O),

Camoll $g&) points out that "no assumptions are necessary for

the computation of a Pearsonian coefficient, but the interpretation of

its neaning certainly d-epend.s on the extent to which the d-ata conform to

an appropriate statistical mod.el for rnaJ<ing this interpretation" (p.

349), The statistical ncd.els most frequently used. are the nornal

bivariate surface and. the linear regression mod.el.

As the actual d-ata d-eparb from a fit to such a model, the limits of
the correlation coefficient rnay cont:cact. . . . The possible range
of the correlation coefficient is constricted. to tÌre extent that
the two marginal d-istributions are d-isparate, i.e. r not of
id-entical shape and- skew. (Carrol1, 196I, p, 349)

Validity stud-ies fall into two design categories:

1. The use of all applicants. For a sehool this would. mean

accepting all regarrC.less of their test scores and conducting a valid.ity

stud.y for this whofe group. For a school with limited- enrolment, which

does not have the facilities to accept all who apply, this design is

inpracticable.

2, The use of screened applicants. These may be selected. or

"screened" on the basis of the test und-er stud.yr or on sone other

variable. This procedure will most likely have the effect of red-ucing

the potential size of the validity coefficient. It also introd.uces

, r',: -'-:'_
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what Whitla (t968) calIs the "oscj-I1ating beta" problem.

When tests are used in selection, cand.idates with high pred.icted.

scores are noïe 1ike1y to be admitted- than those wlth low pred.icted-

scores. This means that for admitted.,cand.id.ates the grade pred.ictions

will be higher and more honogeneous than is the case for the applicar-rt

grûup in general. This has the effect of trtmcating the regression

equation variables, parbicularly those with greatest weight. If in a

regression equation score A is more heavily weighted- than score B,

selection will tnrncate variable A more than variable B. 0n subsequent

recalculation of the regression equation the beta weight of, A has

decreased whil-e that of B has increased. If this new regression

equation is now used- in selection, the variable B will be truncated. more

than the variable A and- further recalculation of the regression equation

will show thát the beta weight of A has now increased a¡ld that of B

decreased. l,lhitla (tg68) conclud-es:

Clearly, the restrict.-*-on in range that is inherent in the
selection process can cause marked- changes in the magnitud-e of the
comelation which in turn are reflected- in the beta weights.
Unfortunately, such occurrences are not lîarer nor are
rnisinterpretations of such statistical artj-facts. (p. 468)

R.eFression Equations !

The co:relational approach to criterion or pred.ictive valid.ity

allows the d.evelopment of a regressi-on ec¡ration which describes the line

which best fits the d.ata. This enables predictions to be made of

expected. criterion scoles. By using the standard e:ror of estimate

confid-ence limits may be established. around. pred.icted. scores.

l,Ihen nore tha¡ one pred.ictor score is available, a nultiple

regfession equation can be developed., which all-ows pred.ictions to be

!l;.::-::i::!1...,'..4.-
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mad.e of predicted. criterion scores. The stand.ard. error of estimate for

a rn¡ltiple corefation coefficient and. confid.ence linits for pred-icted.

scores can be computed in a similar man¡er to that used- with the

correlation coefficient derived. using a single pred,ictor a¡d- the

pred.icted- scolces from a single regression equation.

Cross Valid.ation and- Replicatio.n

Cronbach (tgZO) stresses the need. for confirmation of find-ings and-

criticises the practice of installing a program and- stopping all

research on the program, having once found a satisfactory iral-id-ity.

Cross valid.ation is acconplished. by trying the regression equation

on an ind-epend-ent sample not previously used in establishing regression

weights. The valid.ity of the regression equation for the cross

valid.ation sample is expected- to be less than for the sample to which

the weights lrere fitted.. This lowering of val-id.ity on cross valid-ation

is known as shrinkage of valid.ity'

Langmuir (tgS4) suggests that there are really two problens: the

first is to d-eternine the right way to choose the best of a nunber of

possible predictors and combinations of pred-ictors; the second. is to

d.etermine just how good- the best choice actually is. He considers that

the najor conceln in cross valid.ation is with the second- problem. To

Langnuir the purpose of cross valid.ation is to try to insure against

confidence being placed- in some refationship which is coineid.entally

val-id for some initial group but which may prove to be invalid in the

long run. He strongly recommends cross valld-ation of a test in the

userrs actual aPPlication.

r!..4.r ¡_À!.i-Èi-\!rrlij,7¿.ïi
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Replication is conceptually related. to closs validation. Cross
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valid-ation is carried- out by comelating pred-icted. scores with actual

test scores. Since the scores predicted using a simple ]inear

regression equation are the result of a linear transforrnation of the

predictor variabl-e, the product-moment correl-ation between the actual

scores and. the pred.icted- scores will be the sane as the prod.uct-moment

correlation between the actual scores and- the pred-ictor variable used. in

d.eriving the pred.icted scores. This means thàt a second application of

a test to an ind.epend.ent group can be considered as cross valid.ation or

replication d.epend-lng on how the d.ata is treated, and. the correlation

coefficients obtained. will be the sane alfowing for minor d-ifferences

d.ue to ror:nd.ing of pred.icted- scores to whole numbers.

I{ith a multiple regression equation the prod.uct-moment corelation

between the actual scores and- the pred-icted- scoies wiil not necessarily

be the same as the rnultiple regression coefficient of correlation

between the several pred-ictor variables jointly and. the actual scores

as ind.epend-ent samples are unlikely to give rise to id.entical weights.

Replication in this case would- involve the d.evelopment of a second-

regression equation and a second. multiple regression coefficient of

correlation for the second d.ata set. I{hile cross valid-ation would-

j-nvolve the application of the original multiple regression equation to

the second. d.ata set and. the calcul-ation of the prod-uct-moment

correlation between the scores so pred.icted. and the actual scores.

Both cross valid.ation and. replicatlon involve the generalizability

of the test or tests concerned over varj-ous samples drawn fron the same

population. caution is need.ed however in trying to extend. the

generalization. Even if the val-idity of a test is well established in

one situation it is not reasonable to assume that it will be equally
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useful in another situation, although the sítuations seen comparable.

REVIEI{ OF BE[,A.TM TITERATURE

Gard.ner (tgZZ, pp. 6St-Z) reviewíng the Coopentive Acad.emic

Ability Test (AAt) ("Cooperative Acad.emic Ability", L964) comrnents that

the success of the AAT led. to a complete revision of the original SCAT

in 1966 and that the 4,4.T r,¡as used as the highest level test 1n the

revlsed SCAT which was retitled SCÄT Series II. He consid.ers that the

Kud-er-Richarrlson 20 reliabilities quoted. for the AAT are "spuriously

large . , . because they are based. on spee-d--e-d- tests" (p. 65t),

Michael (tg?2, pp, 652-3) gives a ver1r favourable review of the AAT.

He is vetXr corunend.atory regard-ing the hand.book for the SCAT Series II of

which the AAT is the highest level. Michael' like Gardner above,

considers the Kud.er-Richard.son 20 estimates as probably "s1ight1y

inflated. in light of the sonewhat speed-ed. nature of the two tests

fsubtests of 1eve1 1, SCAT Series ÏI]--especially the mathematics forms"

(p, 6fi). In his sumnary Michael says:

The AAT and. its counterpart in SCAT Series IÏ yield-s a highly
economical yet compa::atively reliable a¡d. valid- estimate of
academic potential in college for the superior high school junior
or senior. . . . The AAT and- SCAT Series ff furnish a viable
alternative to other comrnercially available ability tests of much
greater length in the pred-iction of academic success for stud.ents
entering inãtitutiott" óf higher learning. (p. 6fi)

Butcher (tgZZ, pp. 65A9) reviewing the SCAT Serj-es If comments:

The tests are evid-ently the resuft of careful, scientific, and
professionally expert construction. Items are generally ingenioust
fair, and. unambiguous, although an occasional d.iagram is nislead.-
ingly d-ram. The Lrand.book is in ¡nany ways a mod.el of its kind.
(p. 654)

He points out that although the hand-book goes quite d.eeply into the

question of parallelism of forms "it provides no between form

f'-:'.-.::',..
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comelations" (Butcher, I9?2, p. 65Ð' and. he conments a.dversely on the

pauclty of infornation on speeded.ness. Butcher sums up his review

saying "although furLher cunul-ative valid.ation about their properLies

is still d.esirable, these tests have all the appearance of being well

engineered. and- quite well proven instrunents" (Butcher, I9?2, p. 659),

The d.ifficulty of scaling extreme scores on adiacent l-evels 1s

conmented. on by Esj-n (f96p) and he notes that the pred.ictive valid.ities

reported. in the hand.book for SCAT Series If seem to show a velTr large

range of values.

McKie and- Koopman (tg6g) consid.er that the reliabilities quoted. in

the hand.book, because they fail to take into account "such ext::aneous

factors as fatigue and- practi-ce" (Ha.nd-booh-SCAT Series If , 796?, p, 9),

will tend. to be overestimates of coefficients which take into account

"occasions-variance". They therefore advocate the d.etermination of

alternate-form rel-lability estirnates but ad-mit the d.ifficulty of large

scale d-oubIe testing. . 0n r'alld.ity McKie and- Koopman consider the d-ata

available meagre and say that the valid.ity coefficients quoted. in the

hand.book seen small consid.ering the short time lag between the SCAT

Series ïï ad-ministration and. the collection of the eriterion d.ata. They

suggest that nore valid-ity data is needed vrith a larger tine interval

between the ad-ministætion of the pred-ictor test and the collection of

the criterion data.

tarr (t968) consid-ers the test sound" but suggests the information

given with regart to pred.iction inad-equate: "a user interested. in

prediction would. either have to begin his own empirical investigation

of the test or wait until the publisher provid.es him with better

inforrnation" (p.586). fn some ways Farr sees this as a reflection of
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the philosophy of the publisher: "of providing a test which is

technically excellent in termg of ind.ivid.ual differences and letting the

test user generate his on'n d-ata for the use of the test" (p. 586).

Mehrens and. lehma" (tgZl) give a, brief review of the SCAT Series II

conclud.ing with:

The norrning of the test appears verTr ad.eqr:ate. The valid.ity
coefficients (averaged. on stud.ies within grad.es by Fisherrs z
tra.¡nsformation) between total score and. @A ranged. fron O.Jp to
0.68.

Internal consisteney estimates of reliability were all high,
ranging from the upper 0.80s to rnid-d-le 0.!0s. Equivalent form and
test-retest correlations were not available in the handbook. We

hope such co:selations will soon be reported. because the subtests
(particularly mathematics) are somewhat speed.ed- and- the internal
consistency estimates nray be misleading.

This test appears to be very promising. The vigorous efforts
to inrprove and- utrxlate the original SCAT, which in itself was a
pronising instrurnent, have resulted- in a shorter version but one
that appears to remain reliable and- valid.. (p. 4I5)

fn spite of the pronising and encou::aging revjews of the SCAT

Series If litt1e published- work has appeared- on the SCAT Series II.

l[il11s a¡d- Nichofson (19?0) investigated. the'"Series II SCAT as a

College Aptitud-e Measure". They ad:ninistered- the SCAT Series II leve1

1, form C, in the Fall of 1968 Lo a sample of 184 entering freshmen at

the University of Missouri, Columbia. The criterion measures were the

g::ad.es earned. in eight basic freshnan courses and. the total g::ad.e point

averages based. on first semester g::a.des.

The estimates of pred-ictive valid-ity using the eight basie freshman

courses as the criterion neasure ::anged. from g = .Lj to E = .6ll for the

verbal subtest; fron r = .18 to I: .61 for the mathenatical subtest;

and. from !: ,24 to I = .68 for the total test.

The estinates of predictive validity using the G?A as the criterion

measure were r = ,33 for the verbal- subtest¡ I = .32 fot the mathematical
ti:l-r-
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subtest; and I = .18 for the total test.

The authors conclud.e that "the Series II SCAT pred.icted. grades as

well as the original SCAT, and. both appear to be measuring similar

constructs. ft was conclud.ed- that thç new SCAT would. be jud-ged. a good

replacenent for the original SCAT, Form 1-4" (Wittis & Nicholson, 19?0,

p, g?4).

It should be noted- that the SCAT Series II level 1, form Cr ïs the

only for:n of SCAT Series II not available to schools, being reserved- for

post-second.ary institutions.

In this stud.y Willis and Nicholsoq by using flrst senester g::ades

as their criterion meaSuresr leave themselves open to the same criticism

as McKie and Koopman (tg6g) levelled- against the original valid.ation

stud-ies carried- out on SCAT Series II. The estimates seem small

consid.ering the short tine 1ag between the SCAT Series II ad.minist::ation

and- the collection of the criterion d.ata.
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Chapter J

DESTGN AND ?FOCEDUNES

The question, "Is the SCAT Series II a reliable test instrument'

and- does it have significant pred-ictive valid.ity at high school level?, ,

j-s best considered r¡rd.er two subdivisions: the question of reliability 
r.,,,,

and. the question of valid.ity. ."::'j

DATA REQUÏRED

Thg Reliabili.tv S.tud-l

1. For estimates of reliability the data needed. are a set of SCAT

Series fI scores for one form and Ievel of SCAT Series II and. a set of

the scores for the sane sanple of stud.ents on the second" or alternate

form, of the same leve1, of SCAT Series II.

2. To test the consisteney of the estimates of reliability

obtained., the d.ata need.ed- are two or more reliabllity estimates obtained.

from ind"epend-ent sanpfes of students together with the number of

stud-ents i-n each sample.
:.:t : _ :.:

The Validity Stu9.y

1. For estimates of pred.ictive valid-ity the data need.ed. are a set

of SCAT Serj-es If scores for one forn and" leve1 of SCAT Series II and. 
lr=,,ì1
:'

final year grade averages for the sane sample of stud-ents for the

session or schoof year follor.ring that in which the SCAT Series fI was

r.¡'ritten.

ii:1,.: i:ì:rr:
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2. For cross valid.ation the d.ata need.ed are a nultiple regression

equation calculated. from a set of SCAT Series fI scores for one forn and

level and. the correspond-ing final year grade averages for the sane

sample of stud.ents, and- a second- set of SCAT Series ÏI scores for the

same forn and. leve1 but fron an independ-ent sample of stud.ents and. a

set of final year grad.e averages for this sample of stud-ents.

SOIIRCES OF DATA

The Reliabilitv Study

1. t''or estimates of reliability the data sources lrere students'

in attendance at a private high school of approximaLely 2J0 stud.ents in

grad.es 8 through 12, who wrote form A of a given 1evel of SCAT Series ÏI

between May and. Septembe-: of one year arld form B in lday of the following

year¡

this gave three ind-epend.ent samples: one sample of 44 stud.ents who

wrote both fonns of level 3 (sample Z/4), and. two sanples of Wv and" 45

stud-ents respectively who wrote both forms of level 2 (samples JfB anð.

?f9 respectively). These salnples are shown in Table 1.

2. To test the consistency across sanples of the estimates of

reliability the data sources were the same stud-ents as were used. to

obtain the estimates of reliability.

The _Valid itv .Stud,v

1. For estimates of pred.ictive valid.ity the d.ata sources were

stud.ents, at the school referred to in the reliability stud.y, who w-rote

one for¡n of a given level of SCAT Series II between May and. September of

one year and. for whon final year gra.d.e averages were avallabIe in June
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Table 1

Reliability and. Validity Samples

SCAT Series ïI

lJritten in
Reliability Validitya Criterion

r,¡-ritten in
freVel Form n n Sample

Year Grade Year Grade

3L97t8839797291
LT?z?AU+2b

8839197393
1g?388til+4b

2 r9?r 9 A 44 4l @z) r9?2 10 5'

10 B 2? 1972 t7 6

19?2 9 A 45d ttz @Ðd tg?3 10 ?"

10 B Lth szf 06) tgZl 11 Bc

rg?3 10 B 45 g'

:

aFig.r:r"" in parentheses represent the numbers of stud.ents common to 
' :: _l:,- l

,. i,, ., ,',

both rel-iability and. valid.ity samples. :.,'.__,::.t :.
'Ìa

'These reliabili-ty samples were id.entical with respect to stud-ents 
" 

'.''"'

and are jointly referred- to in this paper as reliability sanple 2f4,

"These rel-iability samples were identical with respect to students

and are jointly referued to in this paper as reliability sample J/8. :' : ,

dfnirty of these students were also nembers of sample 1.

"The"u reliabitity samples weïe id-entical with respect to students

and are jointly referred to in this paper as reliability sanpJe ?f9,
f'Thirty-seven of these stud.ents were also nenbers of sample J.
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of the following year.

In the initial administration in I9?7 a sample of 39 students

w-rote SCAT Series II lB before entering eïa.de 9 (sample 1), and- two

samples of 4) anð, 27 students respectively r,rrote SC,AT Series II 2A a¡d.

28 before entering gra.d.es 10 and. 11 respectively (samples 5 and 6

respectively).

In the replication administration in 1,972 a sanple of 39 students

wrote SCAT Series TI JB before entering grad.e 9 (sample J), and. tno

sanples of 4? and 52 students respectively wrote SCAT Series II 2A and-

2B before entering grad-es 10 and- 11 respectively (samples ? and- I

respectively).

These samples are shor¡n in Table 1.

2, For cross valid-ation the data sources rrere the same students as

were used. to obtain the estimates of pred.ictive valid.ity.

The samples used. in this stud-y have stud-ents in conmon to more than

one sanple in some cases: of the 44 stud-ents in Reliability Sample 5/8,

4Z ot them are in Valid-ity Sample 5 and- J6 of then are in Validity

Sanpie 8; of the 4J stud.ents in Reliability Sample ?f9, al-l- 4J are Ln

Valid-ity Sample f; of the 39 stud.ents in Valid.ity Sample I, 30 of then

are in Reliability Sarnple ? and Valid.ity Sanrple f ; of the 4l students in

Validity Sample J, 3? ot themare in Valid.ity Sample B. (See Table 1.)

DATA COLI,ECTTON

ïnstruJnents

The instruments used. to collect the required. data were¡

1. The SC.A.T Series If levels 2 and J, forms A and. B.

2, The internal school- examinations.
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The SCAT Series II consists of two subtests: the verbal- subtest

contains J0 verbal analory items to be completed in 20 minutes, the :caw

scolre being the number of correct responses; the mathematical subtest

contains J0 quantitative comparison items to be completed- in 20 ninutes,

the raw score being the number of co:rect responses. The total- raw

score is the sum of the raw scores for the verbal and- mathematical

subtests. t'ron the raw scores, converted scores are d.erived. using the

ta.bles provid.ed. in the hand-book. The converted. scores provided. by the

publisher were d.eveloped. following the norming ad.minist:n tion:

Raw scores fron d.ifferent for:ns and fevel-s of the same test which
represent equal levels of ability are assigned- the same numerical
value on a new scale--the converted. score scale--through the
statistical proced.ure of scaling and- equating. (Hana¡õoi< S!êI
Series rI , {96?, p. 8; see also pp. 3?:M)

The publisher cautions:

ït is proper to compare converLed. scores only across forms and.
levels for the same test--Verbal or Mathematical. Although the
converted scores for V and- M are similar in appearance, they are
not comparable to one another.

Converted. scores, except for the fact that they are eomparab-l-e
across forms and. levels of a test, provid-e no nore interpretive
infornation than raw scores. The user nust t::ansform these
converted" scores into percentile ranks or percentile band.s to make
comparisons with the norming group. (Handbook SCAT Series II, 196?,
p. 8)

Michael (tgZZ) d.iscussing the'SCAT Series II handbook says:

Based- on large, carefuJ-ly chosen representative samples of college-
bound. stud.ents, extensive normative data for each form are
presented tabularly in rar.r scores and. eonverted. scores that are
related- to percentile band.s--a concept which incid.entally is qulte
clearly explained- in the hand.book. Scores can be read.ily equated.
from one test forn to another in view of the application of quite
precÍ-se equatlng procedures d.eveloped. at ETS by Angoff , T,orrJ-,
lucker, and. others. (p. 652)

The publisher suggests the following pairing of SCAT Series If

Ievels and typical gnde groups: level 3 with grades f through p; level

2 with'grades 10 through !2, The ge'ad.es given by the publisher are

ll:iìl-it:'-ll:i':a
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grades in the United. States ed.ucational system. As can be seen from

Table 1, the stud-ents in this present study who wrote SCAT Series fÏ

leve1 2, form A, wrote the test at the end. of grad.e 9--one gre.d-e below

that suggested- by the publisher. This placement followed- from the

school's previous experience using the original SCAÎ.

In each of sessions 19?7-72 and- 1972-73 there were three j-nternal

school examinations; in November, in February, and- in June. The results

of the November and. February examinations were independ.ent in the sense

that no computational factors connected- them, but the June final report

Íørk or grad-e was a eonposite result taking into account the results of

all three examinations and. the resul-ts of tern work over the school

session, The school examinations were of "essay type" as opposed- to

"nu1tip1e choice type" or "filJ. in the blank type" exaninations,

The final year grad-e averages used. as the criteri-on measure were

calculated" for each g::ad.e by transforming the June reporL narks for

those subjeets r'¡-rj-tten by all stud-ents in the g:cad-e in question to

stand-ard. scores, averaging the stand-ard scores, and. converting the set

of scores so obtained. to a mean of 70 and- a stand.ard d-eviation of 14.

Method

In May 79?t a,ili- stud.ents currently enrolled. in grades B through 10

at the school wrote the SCAT Series II: Grade B stud-ents r.rote SCAT

Series fI, 1evel ], form B; grad.e p stud.ents u-rote SCAT Series flr 1eve1

2¡ form A; grad.e 10 stud.ents wrote SCAT Series II, 1evel 2r form B.

New students were required. to r'r-rite the appropriate level and

form of the test sometime between I'fay and. September L9?I prior to their

acceptance and a.d.mission in Septenber I9?L: applicants for grade p
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wrote level L form B; applicants f,or grade 10 r,¡-rote leve1 2, forrn A;

applicants for grad.e 11 wrote Ievel 2, form B.

Again in May I9?? a:ll- stud-ents currently enrol-led in grad.es I

through 10 r,¡-rote the SCAT Series II, the levels and. forms r,rritten þ
each gra.d.e being as for ùIay I9?1". All ent:cants to grad-e 8 w-rote level

], form A between May and. September prior to their accepÈance and.

adnission in Septenber 7)f2,

In May Ig?3 a thiïd. and. final a.d-ministration of the SCAT Series II
to all stud.ents currently enrolled in gæd.es I through 10 was caried.

out, the levels and. forms i,rritten by each grad.e being as for May I9?7

and May 1972.

Not al-1 stud.ents who were enrolled. at the school in Ylay L9?7

continued- into session I97I-72. Those stud-ents who d.id- remain at the

school plus new entrants form va11d-ity samples 1 and- 6 shown in Table 1.

Reliability sample J/8 consists of those stud-ents who wrote SCAT Series

ff, 1eve1 2, fonn A. in 797', and- leveI 2, form B in 1972. Two of these

stud-ents d-id- not r,mite all of the school exaninations and. a::e not

counted. in val1d-ity sanple 5, and one stud.ent ll'as ad-rnitted. to the school

j-n November I97I, after writing the appropriate level and form of the

SCAT series II, who is eor¡nted in validity sample J. (See Tbble 1.)

As jn Yiu,ry I9?7, not all stud-ents who lrere enrolled- in þr,lV I9?Z

continued- into session 79?2-?3, Those stud.ents who d,id. remain at the

school plus new entrants form validity samples l, ?, and. 8 shom in

Tabl-e 1. Reliability samples Z/4 and ?/g, shorrn in Table 1, are formed

respectively from those stud.ents who wrote both forms of leve1 J, and.

those students who wrote both forms of level 2 in Llne 1"972 and.1973

a.cLninistrations.
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The SCAT Series II a.d.ministrations for those stud-ents alread-y

enrolled. at the school each May were under examination cond.itions in the

school assembly hall, commeneing aL 9,1-J a.m, The instructions in the

SCAT Series II Handbook (tg6Z) were fo1lowed. to the letter. The answer

sheets were scored- by hand- to obtain the raw scores. Converbed. scores

were obtained. from the raw scores using the tables provided. in the SCAT--

STE? Book of Norms (tgZO). These converted scoïes were then recoried..

The scoring, conversion, and- recorrling were al-1 carried- out by the

ex¡lerimenter.

New entrants wrote the SCAT Series ff und.er d.ifferent cond-itions

from currently enrolled. students. For new ent::ants the test was written

in the school chemistry laboratory. Since the tester was the same

person in both cases most other factors of the test adninistration were

the same. A few new entants d-id- not write the SCAT Series II in the

school. These stud.ents were appllcants from outsid.e the Province of

Manitoba for whom it r+as not feasible to visit the school for testing

purposes. In these cases the test was mailed. to the principal of the

sehool the stud-ent l¡as currently attend.ing. The principal n'as asked. to

arrange supervision of the test. Full instructions were nailed- with the

test and- on completion of the test the test and. answer sheet were mailed-

directly from the school at which the test w¿s written to the

experinenter.

To avoid. a "self-fulfilling prophecy effect" the SCAT Series If

results were not availabl-e to students or staff, with the exception of

the Headmaster of the school and. the experimenter. The experinenter

taught chenistry to grad.es 11 and !2 anð. ¡nathematics to a section of

grade 12. The chemistry scores were not includ.ed. in the grade averages
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used. in the valid.ity study, and. the mathematics papers were "cross

graded.", i.e., each of the three mathematics teachers marked one thirrl

of the whole gæ.d.e. These precautions should have minlmised. any

possible criterion contamination.

STATEMENT OF IT{E HY?OTIIESES

Consid-eration of the five specific questions listed- on page 4 tea

to the following substantive or research hypotheses.

Rgl&ubilitv -Hvpothe s,es

Hypothesis onel Hn, There is a positive correlation bet¡reen_-_1

correspond.ing subtest scores or total scores obtained. by a sample

stud.ents in forns A and- B of a given level of SCAT Series If with

interval of approximately one year beti,¡een test ad.ministratj-ons.

of

an

Hrrp.othe-sis two: Hr. There is no significant d-ifference between the

estimates of d-elayed. alternate-form reliability for each of the verbal

subtest, the mathenratical subtest, and. the total test of a gi-ven level

of SCAT Series II for ind-epend-ent samples of stud.ents.

V.alidity Hypotheses

Hrrpothesis three: H3. There is a positive correlation between the

test scores (verbal, mathematical-, total) in a given leve1 of SCAT Series

II and. the criterion scores of a sample of stud-ents.

Hypothesis four: Hr,. There is a positive correlation between the

pred.icted. final year grad-e averages using the SC'\T Series II verbal and.

mathematical scores in a given 1evel as the independ.ent variabfes in a

multiple regression equation and. the actual- finaL year grad.e ave::ages of

a sample of students.
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Hypothesis fiva: Hr. There is no significant d.ifference between

the estinates of predictive valid.ity for each of the verbal subtest, the

nathematical subtest, and. the total test of a gÍ-ven leve1 and form of

SCAT Series II for two ind-epend.ent sarnples of stud.ents.

Ovgrv.iew of Hypotheses

Research Hypotheses One, Three, and- Four are the alternate

hypotheses to statistical nuI1 hypotheses HOt, HO3r and HOU resPectively

that there is no correlation significantly larger than zero at the .0J

Ievel. Rejection of nul1 hypotheses H01, HO3, and HOU is a necessary

m5-nimum, but not sufficient, requirement for a positive answer to the

question, "Is the SCAT Series II a reliable test instrunent, and d-oes it

have significant predictive valid-ity at high school level?"

Research Hypotheses Two and. Flve are of the form of nu1l hypotheses

and correspond. to statistical nu1l hypothese" HO2 and- HO, that there is

no significant d.ifference between correlations at the .0J 1eve1.

Rejection of nuIl hypothese" H02 and HO, is a suffici-ent cond-ition for

believing that the estimates of d.elayed alternate-form reliability and.

valid.ity lack consÍ-stency. Such a lack of consistency would. tend- to

nullify a previous positive answer to the nrajor question of this stud.y.

SÎATISTICAI TREAT}IENT OF DATA

The Reliability .Stud.y

All estinates of reliability were product-rnoment correlations

betlveen correspond-ing subtest scores or total scores obtained- by a

sample of stud.ents in forms A and- B of SCAT Series ff.

Nu11 hypotheses HO, (no co:relation signifcantly larger than zero)

was tested by applying a one-tailed. t-test to deter¡nine the significance
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of the obtained. correlation, For each estimate of reliabilLty 95%

confid.ence limits were established. using Fisher's \,
NuJ-1 hypothesis tO, (ro significant difference between correlations)

was tested. using Fisher's \ Lransformation to obtain the unit-normal- 
.:.:: .:':,

curve d.eviate z to d.etermine the significance of the d-ifference betr¡een :':r rl

the estimates of d-elayed- al-ternate-forn reliability.

The V-alidity S-tud.X

All estimates of valid-ity were prod.uct-moment correlations between

the verbal scores, or the mathenatical scores, or the total scores and

the final year grad.e averages obtained. by a sanple of stud.ents.

Nu11 hypothesis HO, (no correlation significantly larger than zero)

was tested- by apptying a one-tail-ed. t-test to d-etermine the significance

of the obtained- correlation. I'or each estimate of valid"iJy 95%

confidence linrits were established- using Flsher's \,
Nu11 hypothesis HO, (no significant difference between correlations)

was tested. using Fisherr s \ fuansformation to obtain the unit-nornal-

curve d-eviate .z to d.etermine the signiflcance of the d.ifference between

estimates of valid.ity.

For each level and. forn of SCAT Series II used- in the study nultiple

regression equations, using the verbal and. mathematical scores as pre-

d.ictor variables with final year grade averages as the d-epend.ent variable,

were d-eveloped..

For each of valid-ity samples J, ?r and. B predicted final year gra.de

averages were calculated. using the appropriate multiple regression

eqnation d.eveloped. from valid.ity samples 1, J, and. 6, For each of

sanples l, /, and. B the prod.uct-moment co:=elation between the pred.icted.
.¡: : i. ::r:-. :,:. :r, a:::
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final- year graùe average and. the correspond.ing actual final year grade

avera€e was cal-culated..

NuI1 hypothesis HO4 (no correlation significantly larger than zero)

was tested. by applying a one-tailed t-test to d-eternine the significance

of the obtained. co:relation.

Multiple regression valid.ity estimates were calculated for each

1evel and forn of the SCAT Series II used. in the studyr using the verbal

a¡d mathema-rical scores as the ind.epend-ent variables and the finat year

grad.e avera€es as the d.epend.ent variable.

An F-ratio ïras used- to test whether the obtained- nultiple

co:relation coefficient R was significantly d.ifferent from zero

(Ferguson, t9?7),

Assumptions

The use of the prod.uct-moment coefficient of correlation in this

stud.y required. an assessne,,lt of the extent to which the assumptions

und.erlying the interpretation of the correlation coefficient were met

by the data of this stud.y,

The assunption that the linear regression mod.el is a good- fit to

the data was exanined. visually by means of a scatter d.iagram. Scatter

d.iagrams were constructed. for the verbal subtest scores and. year g:rade

averages for val-id-ity sanple l, and for the mathematical subtest scores

and year grade averages for valid.ity sample J. (Append.ix A)

The skemess of each score distribution was exarnined. to ensure that

scores being correlated. d-id. not d.iffer grossly from each other in the

d.egree of skewness exhibited.. For the reliability samples one of the
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score distributions showed. significant skewness but the distributions

paired. in calculating prod.uct-rnoment correlatj-ons were very similar.

The actual values are given in Tb.ble 10r page JOr and. a discussion of

the effects of skemess on the find.ings of this stud.y appears on pages

5L and- 52, For the validity samples, three of the distributions in the

initial a.dministration and one of the distributions in the replication

administration were significantly skewed. The actr.al values are given

in Table LJ, page 60, and Table 15, page 65, A d.iscussion on the

effects of skewness on the valid.ity find.ings appears on pages 62, 63,

and- 61.

The ktrrtosis of each score d.istribution was also examined-. For the

reliability samples three of the distributions were significantly

platykurtic. The actual vafues are given in Table 10, page J0, and. a

d.iscussion of the effects of kurtosis appears on pages 53 and- 55, For

the validity samples, one d.istribution was slgnificantly leptokurtic

and. one significantly platykurLic in the initial- administration, and. one

distribution was significantly leptokurtic in the replication

ad.ministration. The actual values are given in Table t), page 60, and.

Table tJ, page 6J.



Chapter 4

ANA],TSIS QF DATA

T1{E RET,IABTI,TTY ST1TDY

The estimates of d-e1ayed. alternate-form reliability are shown j-n

Iab]-e 2.

Ttre verbal- estimates required. to test HO, (no correlation

significantly larger than zero) ::anged. fron r(l+2)1 = .6!6, p (.001 to

!(42)=,?54, p (.00L.

ïhe ¡nathematical estinates required- to test HO, ranged. from

d4Ð = ,?!9, p <.001 to L@2) = .880, p <,001.

The total estimates required- to test HO, ranged. from

t@2) : ,?53, p <,001 to {42) = .86?, p (.001.

For each sample the verbal reliability estinate was lower than the

nathematical- estimate.

The significance of the d.ifference between estimates of reliability

for SCAT Series If for independent sanples lras tested. for SCAT Series II

level 2 only, i.e,, for samples JfB anð,1/9--the results are shown 1n

Table l. These data are required. to test Ho, (no signifieant

d.ifference betr+een correlations).

0n1y the mathematical estimates showed- a probability of less than

.05.

1-The figures shonn in parentheses after symbols for stati.stics
represent the d.egrees of freed.om used. in testing the statistic.
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Table 2

Delayed. Alternate-forn Reliabil-ity Estimates for SCAT Series II

^ 95/" ::.::
Sample Ê t confid-ence \ i:,,::,,,;:,,:

': .t :'li¡nits of r

Verbal

2/4 W ,$1(++x ;391 - ,??2 ,?Ig

5/8 44 ,?54xìi-+' ,5Bg .- ,B5g ,gB2

?/g 45 ,63gxxx ,434 - .?8! .?56

Mathematical

2/4 U+ ,?86x'xx ,638 - .8?8 1.061

5/B t+t+ .BgO#* .?gg - .933 L)?6

Z/g 45 ,?rg*#if. .5jg - .8?¡6 ,906

Total

2/4 44 .?53++x .58? - .858 .g8O

5/8 ,86?# ,?86 - .926 ! 3zr

?/9 45 ,??ox+x ,616 - ,926 r,ozo

þtest applied-, with n - 2 d-egrees of freedom. i.1,,,,,:,¡.....::- :-- :.

xxxp (.001, one-tailed. test.
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Table 3

Significance of the Diffeïence Between Estimates of Reliability

for SCAT Series II level 2 fov fnd.epend-ent Samples

Reliabilitv
sanpte 5fïe

z-r

Reliability
sanp1.e lfgb

z
-T

Verbal

,982

Mathematical

1,376

Total

1,,321

,756 r.025

,906 2,!4rx

t,o20 I.37I

an

; n

.p

= ll)*.

= 45.

(.05, two-tailed test.

L ì'.::r
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Ï{E VAIIDITY SITTDY

The estirnates of predictive valid-ity for SCAT Series II obtained-

for the initial administration are shown in Table 4.

The verbal estimates requlred- to, test tO3 (no co:relation

significantly larger than zero) :ænged- tron r(37) = 3O2, p < .0J to

T(2Ð = .609, p (.001. For the lowest value tle 95% confidence limits

includ-ed. g = 0. This contradiction arises from the fact that the

confid-ence limits essentially constitute a two-tailed. test of the

statistic at the .OJ 1eve1 whereas the !-test r¡as applied. as a one-

tailed test at the .0J leveI. Had. the þtest been applied. as a two-

tailed- test at the ,0J level then for -(lZ) = ,302, p) .05.

The mathematical estimates required. to test HO3 orgud. fron

r(af ) = .424, p <.01 to ÁzÐ = ,?26, p (.001.

The total estimates required- to test H03 or*"d- from

r(lt) = ,45?, p <.01 to LQÐ = .?23, p <.001.

For each sample the verbal estimate was lower than the nathematical

esti-mate.

The estimates of predictive valid-ity for SCAT Series fI obtained.

for the replication ad.ministration are shom in Table J.

The verbal estimates required. to test HO, ranged. from

{t+5) = .240, p> .0J to I(50) = ,595, p (.001.

The mathematicaJ- estimates required. to test HO, ranged- fron

T(45) = ,4j2, p <.01 to r(50) = .585, p (.001.

The total estimates requíred to test HO3 o g"d, from

E@Ð = .405, p <.01 ro r(50) : .6?0, p (.001.

fn two of the three samples the verbal- estimate was lower than the

mathematical estimate and. in one sample the mathematical- estimate was
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Initial Valid-ity

Table 4

Estimates for SCAT Series IÏ

Sample n
e5%
confid.ence
limits of r

ar za

Verbal

T

5

6

l4athematical

t

5

6

Total

.666x+x

,421#+

,726x-++.

.811 .804

,643 .453

,867 ,9,20

.695

.l+94

.gt4

,444

,r42

.478

39

43

27

39

43

27

39

43

27

L

5

6

.3O2x -,015 - ,564 ,312

ô68** .0?6 - ,602 ,386

,609* ,298 -. ,803 ,707

.601å+++x .jsZ _ ,770

.45?** .r82 - ,666

.?23# ,t+?3 - ,865

attest applied., with n - 2 degrees of freed.om.

þ (.05, one-taj-fed test.

*þ (.01, one-tail-ed. test.

**! (.OOt, one-tailed test.

..1:i.:



Table 5

Replication Validity Estimates for SCAT Series II

e5%

Sample n =t eonfid.enc e Z

limits of r

Verbal

3 39 ,3g3xx .088 - .630 .4!5

? 4? ,240 -.050 - ,4g3 ,245

8 52 ,5g5xxx ,384 - ,?46 ,685

Mathematical

3 39 .4t+l+y-+. ,IUg - ,666 ,UZ?

7 47 ,432xx .165 - ,6t+0 ,462

8 52 ,Jg5xxx ,372 - ,740 ,670

Total

j 39 .518xxx ,Zvj _ ,?t6 ,5?4

? 4? .405x+ ,!34 ' ,620 ,430

B 52 ,679x++ ,486 - .797 .811

l+2

a!-test applied., with n - 2 d.egrees of freed.on.

*þ (.01, one-tailed. test.

*p (.OOf , one-tailed test.
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lower than the verbal estimate.

The significance of the cLifference between estimates of predictive.

valid.ity for ind.epend-ent samples uas tested for each of the level-s and.

forrns used in the stud.y--the results are shown in Table 6.

None of the values required to test HO5 (no significant d.ifference

between cor=elations) was significant at the .OJ 1eve1.

The cross val-id.ation estinates for SCAT Series TI, obtained. as

d.escribed. on page J4, are shonn in Table /.

The estlmates required to test HOU (no correlation significantly

larger r,Yøn zero) nnged. rron r(45) = .406, p <.01 to I(50) = .616,

e (.001.

The ¡nultiple regression pred-ictive valid.ity estimates for SCAT

Series TI are shown 1n Table 8.

tr'or the initial a.d.ministration the estimates ranged. from R = ,469,

r(e,¿lo) = 5,64, p <.01 to E = .?30, F(2,24) : L3,6g, p. <.001.

tr''or the replication a.d.ministration the estimates ranged- from

E = .438, r(z,tü+) = 5,22, p <,01 to E: .673, t(2,49) = 20.28,

p l.oot.



Table 6

Significance of the Ðifference Between Esti¡nates of Valid.ity

for SCAT Series II for Independ-ent Samples

fnitial Replication

Samplen%Samplen4

Verbal

L 3g ,3I2 3 39 ,4r5 ,43?

5 43 ,?,86 ? 4? ,245 ,645

6 z? ,?o? ? Sz ,68j . oB8

Mathematica]-

L 3g .80þ '3 39 .477 r,387

5 43 .453 ? 47 ,462 .041

6 2? ,g2O 8 52 ,6?0 1. Oo3

Total

I 3g ,695 3 39 ,574 .513

5 4l .4g4 ? 4? ,430 ,2g3

6 2? ,g14 I 52 .811 ,4r3

Note. p> .OJ in all cases, two-tai1ed. test.

z

Uþ ,-

È:-,a.':t,i.:
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Table 7

Cross Valid.ation Estimates for SCAT Series II

Multiple Regression Equation

Derived. from Applied. to
validity sample valid-ity sample

^ e5%
an r- confid.ence Z

^-Tl-l-mr_fs o1 r

t

5

6

3 39 .l+?3'** ,LB5 - .686 ,514

? 4? ,406x+ ,I35 ,62! .43I

B 52 .6r6xxx ,4L3 - ,761 ,779

þtest applied., with g - 2 d-egrees of freedom.

*l (.01, one-tailed. test. ,

***p (.OOf , one-tailed test.

. ..':''. '": ';



Table I

Multiple Regression Valid-ity Estimates for SCAT Series II
i: ; :

Sanple

Ltß

E.E

Initial

1"

5

6

Replication

3

?

I

,67$x+x t5J5

,469xx 5,64

,?30**x 13,69

,493**- 5,78

.438** 5,22

.673x+x zo,z8

39

t+3

27

39

47

52

"qE, = 2 = nunber of ind.epend.ent variables,
-1
Ez n-J'

**l (.0t.
..þ <.001.



Chapter 5

I]ÍÎERPRETATION 0F DAÎA, DTSCUSSToN, AND CoNCT,USÍoNS

THE RELIABIT,flY STUDY

Hvoothesis One

For all three samples used. in the stud.y nu1l hypothesis Ho, is

rejected- at the .001 level (p.3?; Table 2, P38),

There is a positive correlation between correspond-ing subtest scores

or total scores obtained- by a sanple of stud.ents in forns A and. B of a

given level of SCAT Series If with an interval of approximately one year

between test adnlnistrations.

The necessary nininum cond.ition for the acceptance of the SCAT

Series If as a rel-iable test instrunent is therefore ¡net but statistical

significance is not a sufficient cond.ition.

A conparison of the reliability estimates obtained- in this str:dy

with those quoted. in the SgAT-STE? Book of Norms (tgZO) is shown in

Table p. As expected. the d.elayed- alternate-form estimates are in

general lower than the Kud.er-Richardson estimates given t'y the publisher

but they are surprisinglY high.

Rather than a d.irect comparison between the publisher's estimates of

reliability and. those obtained in this stud.y a better comparison rnight be

to compare the estinates obtained in the stud-y with the nexinu¡n

t:;-|)-::¿rji.1
l:.:-:ï r':.:.:1

r'.:'.:

47
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Table 9

Ma:<imum Expected- Reli-ability Estlmates

Sample

K-R 20 arel.l-aor_Ilty

form A fonn B

Publisherr s
maximurn
expected-
estimate

^/B

Experi-mental valueb

95% confidence
limits of r

z/Il

verbal

mathematical

total

5/8

verbal

mathematical

total

?/e

verbal

nathematical

total

.gg

.88

.93

,89 .88

.88 .88

.93 .93

,86

.88

,92

.83 ,Bg

.88 .88

,92 .93

.96

.88

.92

,93 ,Bg

.88 .88

,92 ,93

,616

,786

.753

,754

.880

,86?

,63¡9

. ,,lo.tL/

,770

,397 - ,772

.6jB - .B?B

,587 - .858

,5Bg - .859

.789 - ,933

.786 - ,926

,4)u - ,781

.53;g - ,8û6

,616 - ,926

aAdapted from SCAT-STE'P Seri-es If , Bo-ok of. N.orms, !9?0,
bFto* Table 2.

t-..
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correlations between alternate forms which could. be expected., if the

publisher's reliability for each form were accepted- and. if it were

assumed. that the co:relation between true scores for the two

administrations is unity. Und.er these assumptions the maximum value

which could. be expected. for the obtained- correlation woul-d. equal the

square root of the prod.uct of the reliabilities of the tests whose

scores were bei-ng correlated (Ferguson, 797I, pp, 3?O-7). These

naxinum expected. estimates, based. on the publisherrs figr:res, are shown

in Table p. The obtained- estimates compare very favou::ably with these

pred.icted" maximums.

Ïf the m,nge of scores used in the stud-y is restricted. by

cornparison with the range of the norming sample.used by the publisher,

then this would- be expected- to lower the estimate obtaíned.. Table 10

shows the mean score and- stand-arri deviation for each level and- form used.

in the study together with those quoted- in the SÇAT-SÏEP- Book of Nor:ns

(tgZO). ÏIith the exeeption of sample 5fB, 2B mathematici,"l, the school

stand-ard. d.eviations are significantly smaller than the quoted. stand.ar¡d.

d.eviations at the .0J level (¡'-test, one-tai1ed.; see Ferguson, Ig?I, pp.

164-6). The school mean is in each case significantly larger than the

quoted. mean at the .01 1evel (t-test, one-tailed-, for the significance

of the d.i-fference between means where population variances are unequal,

Ferguson, I9?7, pp. L55-?¡ for sanple 5/8, 2B YI, !-test, one-tailed., for

the signif,icance of the d.ifference between means for ind.epend.ent samples,

adapted from Ferguson, I9?I, pp. 151t). It is concluded. that the

scores obtained. and used- in this stud.y are, in general, restricted, in

range by conrparison with those of the nor:ning sample.

lfhitla (fg6g) argues for the use of Pea¡son's formulae which



Table

Means, Stand.arrL Deviations, Skewness, Kurbosis of Reliability SamPles

50

10

and

Sample Mean
Standard
deviation n Skewnessa Kurbosisa

2/4

3AV

38V

3AM

3BM

3AT

38T
5/8

AV
2BV

2A YT

28M

AT
?tsr

?/e
2A 

"l
28V

^Ìq28M

AT
28 1

280 (26?)

zB8 (zZz)

296 (2?9)

30? (285)

286 (z?4)

296 (z?9)

292 (2??)

296 (z1t)

305 Qel)
3os (2s4)

29? QÐ)
302 (28?)

2% (2??)

2s9 QBt)

3oB (291)

3ß Qe|)

zee Qû)
305 Q8?)

12 (16)

1o (16)

12 (r?)
14 (18)

10 (13)

10 (14)

10 (16)

7L (ra)

13 (18)

15 (18)

10 (15)

r7 (r5)

11 (re1

? (t6)

12 (18)

12 (18)

e $5)
e (r¡)

a+ 0i",111)
44 (ro,$?)

w (tt,111)
U+ (to,úf)
a+ Gt,111)
U+ (to,a3?)

W (to,46)
t+tt. (g,zß)

44 (10,236)

w (g,ztl)

44 (1o,2l,6)
tttt (g,rß)

45 $0,n6)
45 G,rß)
b5 Uo,Ð6)
45 G,?ß)

45 Go,n6)
45 G,ztl)

.56

.35

.28

-.18

,50

.08

-.65*
-,56

-.4r
-,47

-,2I
-.30

-.40
-.¿lo

-.02
-.29

-,2'I
-,39

2.70

2,?0

?.25

2,I}x

2,6L

2.!0*

2.85

2,48

2,66

2.46

2.27

2.03x

2,85

2,64

2,27

2,74

3,05
2,94

Note. Means and. standard. d.eviations in the stud-y round.ed. .to whole

numbers. values in parentheses are publisher's values fron scAT-sTm

Series Ir. Book of Norms (t9?O).
tskuo*""" and. kurtosis tested using Tables l4 B and- C of Bionetri4a

Taþle.s for Stptisticians, VoI. 1¡ (3ra ea.) (f g¿e).

IP (.10, two-tailed' tests
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correct or compensate for restrictions j-n the range of one of the

vaïiables used. in computing the prod-uct-moment correlatj-on. He

describes investigations performed to test the appropriateness of these

forrnulae and. conclud-es: "Tn general,, the errors introduced by using

Pearson's formulas are negligible over the normal r.ange of application" 
itlti..

(p. 4?O). Several cases which prod-uced und-esirable or unacceptable

e:nrors are quoted but "if e [ttre population rho] was large (0.65 or

higher) anð.f or the restricted. range of the d-istribution covered. as much ,,t.,,,

as three signas of the population, the estimates of g were never found. 
.'"i

r ,r¡s l/vyur@urv¡¡, u¡¡e eÐ ,r¡r&vei 
I ,-;.:..:-

^ :i::'
to be nore than 0.1 in effor" (p. 4?o). The SCAT Series II scores in i::':::

the reliability stud-y satÍ-sfy this latter criterion. 0n the assumption

that l,fhitla's conclusions can be extend,ed- to cover the formula 
]

correcting for oï compensating for d"ouble selection, i.e. r restrictions 
iin range of both variables used- to calculate a corre1,ation coefficientr 
I

l

this fonnuta (Append.ix B) was applied" to the reliability estinates I

i

obtaíned. in this stud-y. Ta,ble 11 shows the obtained- correlations 
ì

I

correeted for restrictions in range of both variables co:related-. 
i

Assuming that these comected- estinates are overestimates by at nost .1 i,,,,
i,,l-.tt,

gives a set of correlations which falI at the top of the 95% eonfirlence ,, -

interval of the original estinates. These corrected. estimates are .';.' ','

extremely high and., even if overestimates, very strongly suggest that

the SCAT Series fI is a reliable test instrument.

The d.istributions of the two sets of scores being correlated are ,,..'..i¡
l. ::' 1 -l

also important when interpreting the correlation coefficient obtained",

particularly their skewness. The skewness and. kurLosis of the scores
:

for each leve1 and form in the reliability study are shom in Table 10,

page J0. One of the values for sker¡ness is significant at the .10 
.,,'.'
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Table 11

Reliability Estirnates Conected- for Restrictions in Range

Sanple
Experimental valuea

95% confLdence
limits of r

Correeted-
estimate ninus .1

- .1

Corrected-
estimate
R-a(y R-rqy

2/4

verbal

mathematical

total

5/8

verbal

mathematical

total

?/e

verbal

¡nathenatical

total

,616

,?86

,753

,75t+

.880

,86?

,772

.878

.858

.858

,9TB

.90r

.?58

.818

.801

,837

.857

,863

.391 -

.638 -

,587 -

,937

.g5r

.963

,589 - ,859

,7Bg - .993

.?86 - ,926

.840

,grg

.867

,g4o

01 0

,96?

.639 ,434 -

,779 ,539 -

,??0 .616 -

,787

.836

.926

?fror lable 2.
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level on a tr¡o-tailed. test. The d.eparbure from normality with respect

to skemress is therefore significant in only one sanple and- for that

sample the value for sker¡ness is not significant at the .Ql 1eve1 on a

two-tailed- test. The kr:rtosis values ind,icate that the score

distributions show a tendency to be slightly platykurbic but are

significantly so at the .10 level on a two-tailed- test in only three

cases. In these three cases the values for kurtosis are not significant

at the .02 1evel on a two-tailed. test. The d.eparbure from normality

with respect to kurtosis is therefore not grossr

0n testing a d.istribution for skewness the statenent that the value

for skevmess is not significant at the .10 fevel on a two-tailed- test

means that the degree of sker¡ness shom by the sample tested. is smaller,

in the d.irection chosen, than that which might arise by chance in a

group rand.omly selected. from a population in which the attribute tested-

for is normally d-istributed-. ït d-oes not mean that the skemess of the

sample is necessarily zero or negligible--although it ma¡: be so. This

is irnportant when interpreting a co:selation coefficient. ff two sets

of scores belng correlated. d-iffer in skewness, parbicularly i-f one set

is positively skewed while the other is negatively skewed, the potential

size of the correlation coefficient may be greatly red-uced- even if

neither set is significantly skewed (Ca:=o11, 1,967),

With respect to kurtosis Norris and Hjelm (tg6t) conclud.e that

for populations in which there was no co:=elation the sampling
d.istributions [of correlation coeffi-cients of rand-om samples from
the populationl based- on nonno:rnal populations d.id. not d.iffer
narkedly from those where the theoretical assumptions of normality
could. be met. . . . Use of the theoretical d.istribution in place
of some more exact sampling d.istribution r¡ould. not seriously
influence the probability of naking errors of the first kind.
(p, z6z)
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If, however, the population does have a substantial co:relation (Norris

& Hje1m, tg6t, suggest p of approximately .83), then the sampling

d.istribution of the prod-uct-monent coefficients of rand.om samples d.rann

from a rectangular population tend.s to be leptokurbic and. there will- be

a consequent increase 1n the probability of maJ<ing Tfpe IÏ errors. The

sampllng d.istribution of the prod.uct-moment coefficients of rand-om

samples d.rawn from a leptokurLic population tend-s to be platykurt,ic and-

and. there will be a consequent i-ncrease in the probability of rnaking

ffpe I errors (Norris & Hjeln, 196I). A tend-ency towarùs platykurtosis

nou-1d. probably not seriously affect the interpretation of a¡ obtained.

prod-uct-nornent coefficient but prod-uct-moment coefficients from

leptokr-rrt,ic populations should. be viewed- with some skepticisn when

their significance is being d.ecid-ed.

As can be seen from Table 10, page JO, for samples 5fB and. lf) in

the reliability stud.y the d"istributions which are paired. in the

calculation of the estimates of reliability are very sinílar. For

sample ZfU tne d.istributions shor¡ larger d.ifferences in skewness than is

the case for samples JfB and. ?f9 but the d-iffeÍences do not seem

exeessive. It is concluded. that the departure of the score d.istributions

from normallty was not a major factor affecting the estimates of

reliability in thls stud-y.

ff it is accepted- that the valid.ity of a test is unlikely to exceed.

the square root of its reliabil-ity and- we require a valid.ity of at least

.40 (compare llhitla, 1968), then all of the reliability estimates

obtained. in this stud.y satisfy this criterion, i.e., they would- all

al-low a potential valid.ity in excess of .40.

laking into account the restriction in rîange of the scores in this

l:: _
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stud.y ancl the long time interval between test adninistrations the

estimates obtained. compaïe very favourably with those quoted. by the

publisher and are surprisingly high. They wou1d. permit an acceptably

high valid.ity estimate in each case.

It is concluded that the estimates of reliability satisfy both the

necessary and. sufficient cond.i-tions for acceptance as acceptably high

reliability estimates.

Hypothesis 3w.o

Nu11 hypothesis HOz i" rejected at the .0J leve1 for the

nathenatical subtest.

There is a statistically signifieant d-ifference between estinates

of delayed- alternate-form reliabillty for the màthenatical subtest of a

given level of SCAT Series II for ind.epend.ent sanples of stud.ents.

For both the verbal subtest and- the total test there are

i¡sufficient grounds for rejecting HOa at the .10 leve1 (latte 3, p. 39),

It is concluded that the verbal subtest and- the total test show an

acceptable degree of consistency from sample to sample.

Although the estimates for the nathematical subtest d.iffer

significantly at the .0J 1evel the probability, und.er nuII hypothesis

HOZ, of obtaining a nornal-curve-d.eviate as large as that actually

obtained. is greater than or equal to .0J. Both mathematical estimates

of reliability are acceptable on the ground.s 
.previously 

d.iscussed.

ït is therefore d,ecid-ed that the SCAT Series fI shows an acceptable

consistency for ind.epend.ent sanples r,¡ith the reservation that the

consistency for the nathematieal subtest is at a lower fevel- of

cerLainty than is the case for the verbal subtest and- the total test,
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and that further work on this aspect of the test is desirable.

Conclusion

ft is concluded. that the SCAT Series II is a sufficiently reliable

test instrument at high schoof level for gædes 8 through 10.

TIIE VATIDITY SÎTIDY

Hvpotþesis Three: Init:ial Ad:ninistratio-n

For all three samples in the initial adminstration null hypothesis

tO3 t" rejected- at better than the .OJ 1evel (p. 4O; Table 4, p. 41).

There is a posltive correlation between the test scores (verbaI,

mathematical, total) in a given 1evel of SCAT Series If and- the

crlterion scores of a sample of students

The verbal estinate for sample 1 requires further consideratlon. 
l

I

Nu11 hypothesis tO3 t" rejected at the .OJ 1eve1 for this sample but 
l

l

t¡6e 95% confidence limits includ-e zero, This contrad-iction is discussed 
i

on page 40, paragraph 2, buL at this point a d.ecision is required-. The 
l

one-tailed- test was origÍ-nally chosen as, for the purposes of this stud.y'

only positive correlations would- be acceptable. The one-tailed- test 
,,,i,

against the nul-l- hypothesis that the correlation is not significantly , ,'
. .; ::_

larger than zero tests the probability of achieving, by chance, a

positive correlation as large as, or larger tha;Ir that actually obtalned-.

Since for this stud.y the interest lies in positive correlations, it is , .
i.''..:- '

decided- to reject nul1 hypothesis HO, for this sample on the basis of l:':":'"

the one-tailed" t-test.

The necessaly mininum cond.ition for the acceptance of the SCAT

Series If as a test having significant predictive valid.ity at high

i'':::'' '
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school level is therefore met, but as with reliability, statistical

significance is not a sufficient cond.ition for acceptance of the test as

a useful test instrunent.

t{hitla GgAù suggests that when using tests to pred-lct grad.es if
the multiple comelation is less than' .41 "there is no point in attempt-

ing to pred.ict grades using a fornula" (p. 461). ln this stud.y .40 is

consid.ered. the minimum sufficlent value for valid.ity estimates, both for

multiple correlations and for simple correlations using only one

pred.ictor r¡ariable.

The initial ad.ministration samples all meet both the necessary and-

the sufficient cond-itions for the mathematical subtest and- the total

test, as does sample 6 for the verbal subtest. Samples 1 and. J neet the

necessary cond-ition but fail to neet the sufficient cond-ition for the

verbal subtest

An estimate of the maximun r¡a.lue which could- be expected- of the

pred.ictive val-id-ity in each sample can be d-erived- if it is assurned. that

the correlation between true scores on the pred-ictor test and. on the

criterion measure is uirity. The maximun value would. then equal the

square root of the prod.uct of the reliability of the SCAT Series II forn

and- leve1 used. and. the reliability of the criterion neasrlre. The

reliability of the criterion measure (ttre school year-grad.e average)

was estimated. for each grade usi-ng a two-way analysis of r¡ariance for

the three sets of averages available for each gfade in the study and.

applying the ¡nethod suggested. by Cronbach (79?7) (see Appendix C).

Table 12 shows these predicted expected. valid-ity estinates for each

^_lr " .. .
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Table 12

lvlaxinum Expected Valid-ity Estimates--Initial Administ:ration

Reliability estimate Mærinum Experimental valueb

scAr series rra .'i*=t",, ::iii,l;: r ?lÍr;:":;tï""

Verbal

7 ,616 ,906 ,?4? ,3oz -,er5 - .564

5 ,754 ,1Lg ,?86 ,368 ,076 - ,602

6 ,754 .gt+o ,842 ,609 ,298 - .Bo3

Mathematical

t .?86 .906 ,BLt]+ ,666 ,444 - .811

5 .880 .}Lg ,84g .1t24 ,lLtT - ,643

6 .880 ,940 .glo ,?26 ,t+?8 - ,86?

Total

7 ,?53 ,906 ,826 ,60! ,532 - ,??O

5 ,86? .8!g .843 .45? ,!82 - ,666

6 .86? ,g4o ,go3 .?23 ,4?3 - ,865

"F"o* Table 2.

bF o* Table 4.
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sample, together with the actual estimates obtained in this study.

Ïhe estimates actually obtained. in this study are lower than the

pred.icted naxinum estinates. The red.uction in magnitud.e of the

estimates from the pred-icted. naximuns, aparL from the obvious

explanation that the correlation between the true scores is not unlty,

can be parLly explained. in terms of the restrictions in ïange of the

SCAT Series II scores in this stud.y and- in terms of the nature of the

cListributions used- in computing the estj-mates.

Tab1e lJ shows the nean and. stand.ard. d-eviation of each 1eve1 and-

forn used in the initial ad.minist:ration together with those quoted. in

the scAT-srEF Book of N-o-rns (tgZo). For sanples 1 and. 5 Lhe school

stand.arri d-eviations are si-gnificantly smaller than the quoted. stand-ard.

d.eviations at better tha¡r the .0J level. In sample 6 anLy tine 2B verbal

stand-ard d.eviation is small-er than the quoted. stand.ard" d-eviation at the

.OJ leve1 (g-test, one-tailed., Ferguson, 1g?1). fn each case the school

mean is significantly larger than the quoted- mean at better than the .01

level (appropriate !-test, one-tailed, applied; see p. 48). The SCAT

Series II scores in the valid.ity stud.y meet the criteria stated. on page

5I in that the restrieted- range of the d-istribution covers as much as

three sigmas of the population. The fornrula conpensating for the

restriction 1n range of one variable was applied- to the obtained. valid.ity

estimates (Appendix B). Table 14 shows the obtalned comelations

co:rected. for restriction il :=nge. The co:rected estimates aI1 faII
within L]ne 95% confidence interval of the original experimental

estimates and. these, in general, fal-l short of the pred.icted. maximum

estimates. The co:sected. estimates are not a significant improvement on

the original esti¡nates.

I :;

i :a: :i:

i;.,.
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Table 1l

Means, Stand.ard. Deviations, Skewness, and- Kurtosis

of Initial Valid.ity SamPles

Sample Mean
Stand-arri
d.eviation n

a-- aSkeHness Kurtos].s

I

38v
38 l.i1

38T

Criterion

5

2AV

2AM

2AT

Crlterion

6

2BV
28M

28T

Criterion

284 (2?2)

3or (zas)

Tsr (zzg)

7o

292 (2??)

lo6 (zst)
2e8 (2Ð)

?0

298 (28r)

3oe Qet)
38 Q8?)

70

11 (16)

12 (r8)

e u4)

t4

10 (16)

14 (18)

10 (15)

74

10 (14)

15 (18)

14 (15)

tu

39 $0,8)?)
39 (J0,Ð?)

39 G0,83?)

39

4l 0o,2:,6)
B ß0,236)
Ð (to,n6)

43

-1.O5xx 4,62x

-.02 2.34
+.01 2.59

-.01 2.86

-.7% 3,30

-,53 2,?6

-,34 2,46

+,47 2.80

-.?Llx 2,96

-,44 2,1!

-,Lil+ 2.03x

-,29 2,27

27

27

27

2?

G,ztl)
(g,zn)
þ,ztl)

Note. Means and standarrl d-eviations in the stud.y rounded. to whole

numbers. values in parentheses are publisher's values fron scsT-sTEF

Series If, Book of Norms (t9?O).

*Sk.*n"== and. kurbosis tested. using lables l4 B and.

(3r¿ e¿.) (t966),

":e (.t0, trvo-tailed test.

*+p 
<.02, two-tailed. test.

Tables fo Statisticians, Vol. !,

C of Biometrika



Table 14

Initial Validlty Estimates Colrected. for Restrictions in Range

61

Sample
Experimental valuea

? 95% confildence
= linits of r

Cosected- Corrected.
estimate estinate rninus .1
R R -.1-"(y -xy

Verbal

1

5

6

l4athematical

T

5

6

Total

.444 :- .811

.r42 - ,643

,4?B - ,867

.352 - ,770

,rB2 - ,666

.4?J - ,965

.302

.3,68

.609

.561þ

,602

.803

.418

.535

.732

.801

.516

.785

.760

.610

,?46

,318

,43.5

.632

,70I

.416

,685

-.015

.o?6

,298

,666

,424

,?26

,660

.5ro

.6tJó

,60r

,457

.723

1

5

6

*rto* Table 4.
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The sker¡ness and. kurtosis of the scores for each level and. forrn of

the SCAT Series II and. for the criterion measure are shown in Table 11.

All three verbal scores are significantly skened-; sanples 5 anð. 6 aL

the .101eve1 and. sample 1 at the ,0?,1eve1 on a two-tailed. test. None

of the other values for skemess is significant at the .10 level on a

two-tailed. test. The d.eparbure from normality with respect to kurtosis

is significant in only two d-istributions: the JB verbal scores are

significantly leptokurt,ic at the .10 1evel and the 2B total scores are

signÍ-ficantly platykurtic at the .10 level on a two-tailed- test.

As d-iscussed. on pages 5I and 53 Line d,ifference between the

d-istributions, parbicularly with respect to skei,mess, is probably more

inporL,ant than whether the d.istributions d-eviate significantly from

nornality. As can be seen from Table 12, page J8, in each sample the

verbal estimate is the one which shows the largest red.uction frorn the

maxinum pred.icted- estimate. Examination of Table IJ, page 60, shows

that for each sanple the d--i fference between the skemess of the SCAT

Series II scores and. the skewness of the criterion scores is largest

for the verbal scores. Correlating the absolute d.ifference in skewness

between SCAT Series II scoïes and. criterion scores with the valid.ity

estimate for tlrat pairing of scores in each sample yield,s a surryrisingly

high set of correlation coefficients: for sample t f(1) = -.98?, p-

approximately .10; for sample 5 "G) = -.998, p <.0J; for sample 6

(1) : -,999?, p (.05. Two of the three coefficients being significant

at the .0J Ieve1 on a two-tail-ed test. The probability of this

occu:ring by chance if the co:relations Ïrere in fact fortuitous is less

than .01. It is conclud.ed. that the estimates obtained. in this stud.y are

affected. by the d.ifference in skewness between the scores co:related.--or

i":":I

i:1L.:.
l::i '' '
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that both variables correlate highly with some thid variable.

ft would. seem that the 1ow value of the verbal estimate for sample

1 night be largely attributable to the negative skemess of the SCAT

Series II scores. The generally 1ow values for the estimates for

sanple 2 might be largely attributable tothefact thatinthissamplethe

criterion scores are positively skewed- while the SCAT Series II scores

are all negat5-vely skewed (Canro1l, 796I),

Negative skewing of scores would. suggest that the test concerned-

was too easy for the group tested-. On these ground.s the verbal tests,

showing significant skewing at the .0J level, would- be consid-ered" too

easy and should- not be used. ind.epend.ently for pred-iction purposes.

It is conclud.ed. that the SCAT Series II has acceptable pred.ictiv

valid-ity for grad.es 9 through 11 on the mathematical subtest and the

total test. The pred-ictive validity of the verbal subtest is adequate

for grade 11 but not for gæ.d.es p and. 10.

Hi4pgtþesis Three: Replication Administration

The valid.ity estimates obtained. on replication Ì{ere very sinilar

to those obtained. in the initial valid-ity stud.y (p. 40; Table 5, p,42)

but the verbal estimate for sample f failed. to achieve significance at

the .0J 1eve1.

The ninimum cond.ition for acceptance of the SCAT Series fI as a

test having significant pred-ictive validity at high school level is

therefore met by the levels a¡d forms used- in this stud.y except the 2A

verbal- subtest. As before statistical significance is not a sufficient

cond.ition for acceptance of the test as a useful test instrument.

i::¡ 1'.: ''__
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If .40 is consid.ered. the ninimum sufficient value for valid.ity

estinates¡ thereplication a.d.ministration samples meet both the necessarT¡

and- the sufficient cond.itions for the nathematical subtest and- the total
test as d.oes sample I for the verbal subtest. sanple J meets the

necessalry cond-ition but fails to meet the sufficient cond.ition for the

verbal subtest. Sanple f fails to neet even the necessarry cond.ition

for the verbal subtest.

Table 1J shows the mean and. stand-azrd- d,eviation of each level and.

form used- in the replication ad.ministration together with those quoted.

j-n the SCAT-STEP- Boo&-pf.-Ngrns (tgZO). In each case the school standard.

uu,,'',,quoted.stand.arrl.d.eviat1onsatbetter

than the .0J 1eve1 (F-test, one-taiIed., Ferguson, rgZr). The sehool

mean is in each case significantly larger than the quoted. nean at better

tha¡ the .01 level (appropriate !-test, one-taiIed., applied.; see p. 48).

Table 16 shows the obtained. correlations corrected- for restriction in

ra;nge. hlith the exception of irre 2B total test the co:rected. estinates

fall within the 95% confidence interval of the replication estj-mates and.

are thereforè not a significant inprovement on these estimates at the

.0J Ievel. Even the 28 total test conected. estimate although larger

tha¡r the upper 95% confid-ence limit exceed-s it by only . OO?,

The skerrness aûd. kurtosis of the scores for each level and. forn of

the SCAT Series ff used in the replication study and for the criteri-on

measure are shom in Table lJ. Only the criterion score in sample g is
significantly skewed. at the .e! 1eveI on a two-tailed. test. None of the

other values for sker¡ness is significant at the .10 level- on a two-taired-

i

I

I

I

i

I

i

:

l

i .:i.i, -.

l: -:: : -ì:: -

-'-..: :. :.'



Table 1J

Means, Stand.ard. Deviations, Skewness, a"nd. Kurtosis
of Replication Valid.ity Sanples

Sample Mean flTi?f- n Skewnessa Kurtosisaoevratr-on

3

38 v za6 (zZz) 10 (16) j9 Go,Ð?) +.38 z.?g

38 M 3o2 (zaÐ t4 (ra) 39 00,8?) - Jj6 2.83

3B T 2gz (2?Ð 10 (14) 39 Qo,Ð?) +,!4 3,74 ..:";:,,,,,,,,,

criterion ?o ru 39 -,rz z,?o 
1:::' ;ì¡;:;;

Predicted- :: :: 
-"^o- 

:"^: ';""";':::
criterion ?7 1,I 39 - ,35 2,9? i',,.'.,,:',i', Ì

7

z^ v z% (z??) n 0e) 4Z ß0,n6) - .52 z,g4
zÃ vI 3oB (zgL) 12 (18) I+? (10,n6) -.01 z,j6
2Ã r 2gg (2Ð) g (til 4z Q0,'iJ6) -.,20 2.g9

''Criterion ?O 14 4? +,!5 2,58

:iiff|!* n 6 4z +.04 2;'6 
iI .:

I8.
28 v 29? (287) ro (r+) 52 (9,?ß) -,53 2.6? 

l

2B vr 317 (zgt) 13 (18) 52 (9,?ß) -.46 z.t+o

zB r jW Q8?) 10 (15) 5z (g,Ztl) -.46 z1g 
t,,., ii.

Criterion ?O LU 52 -.84# 4.10åÉ , 
¡ : "':':i. .': ::.-:

Ël|ff|!* ?L g 52 -.u? z.4o ;¡',,¡:','.,,:',.ì

Note. Means a¡d- stand-ar¡ù d-eviations in the stud.y round.ed to whole

numbers. Va1ues in parentheses are publisher's values frorn SCAT-STEP

Series If.. Book of Norms (tg?O),

"Sk"u*""= and. kurtosis tested. using Tabl-es J4 B and. C of B.i.ometrika

Tables for Sta.tisticians, Vo1. 1, (3ra ea.) (t966)

*P ( '10, two-tailed test.

*îp <.g2, two-tailed. test.
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Table 16

Replication Vatidity Estimates Co:rected for Restrictions in Range

Experimental valuea

66

Sample
Conected
estimate

Corrected.
estinate ninus .1

R -.1--}cy
ï. 95% confid-ence
= limits of r R-ry

Verba^L

3

?

I
Mathenatical

3

?

B

TotaI

3

7

I

,393

,240

,595

.088

-.050

,384

.6jo

,493

.746

,564

,338

,720

,537

,584

,707

.64?

,594

.804

,4.64

,238

,620

,l+37

.494

,60?

,w+

,432

.585

,t49

'165

,372

,666

,640

,740

,5r8

.405

,6Zo

,243

,L34

,486

,7r6

.620

.797

,547

.494

,704

t¡""o* Table 5. i'.,.
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test. The d-eparture from normality with respect to kurtosis is

significant in only one tlistribution: The criteri-on scores for sample 8

are significantly leptokurtic at the .10 leveI on a two-tailed. test.

The d.ifference in skewness betweçn scoïes conelated. in the

replication stud-y is gene::a11y much less than was the case in the

initial study. Correlating the absolute d.ifference in skewness between

SC,AT Series If scores and. criterion scores with the valid-ity estimate

for that pairing of scores in each case yield.s lower coefficients than

was the case for the initial stud.y; none of the coefficients j_s

significant at the .0J 1evel on a two-tailed. test. The probability of,

2 ouL of 6 coefficients being significant at the .0J 1eve1 on a two-

tailed. test, by chance, if the co:crelations l,rere in fact fortuitous is

l-ess than .05 (p is approximately .033). It is eonclud.ed. that the

estimates obtained in both the intial and- the reprication study are

significantly affected- by the d.ifference in skewness between the sores

correlated.--or that both variables eo:selate highly with some thiïd.

variable.

ft is eonclud.ed that the SCAT Series If has acceptable predictive

validity for gæ.d-es 9 through 11 on the mathematical subtest and. the

total test. The pred-ictive validity of the verbal subtest is adequate

for grad.e 11 but not for grad.es p and. 10.

Hypothesis Four

Nrrll hypothesis HOU is rejected at better than the .01 leve1 in all

three cross validation samples (p. 43; Table ?, p, 45).

There is a positive co:relation between the pred.ieted. final year

grad.e aveLages using the SCAT Series fI verbal and- mathenatical scores

r:+;.::.:
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in a given leveI and. for¡n as the ind.epend.ent variables in a nultiple

regression equation and. the actual final year gxa.ð,e avera€es of a

sample of students.

The cross valid.ation valid.ity estimates therefore meet the

necessary núninum cond.ition for the acceptance of the SCAT Series II as

an acceptable test instrurnent,

All three cross valid.ation estimates are larger than .40 and.

therefore neet the suffi-cient cond-ition for the acceptance of the SCAT

Series II as an acceptably valid- test instrument.

In Table lJ, page 6J, the means and. standard. deviations of the

pred.icted. criterion scores used- in the cross valid-ation are given.

These scores show restrictions in range by conparison with the actual

criterion scores. Table 1/ shows the cross valid-ation estimates

comected- for restrictions 1n range of the pred-icted- criterion scores.

This correction nakes a significant improvement, at the ,0J level, in

the estimates for SCAT Series fI level 2, both A and. B forms, but not

for Ievel l, form B.

The multiple regression validity estimates for both the initial

and. replication studies are significant at the .01 l-evel (p. 43; Table

B, p. 46). The estimates all exceed .40. The nultiple ïegression

valid.ity estlnates therefore neet the necessary and. sufficient

cond.itions for acceptance of.the test as one having acceptable

pred.ictive valid.lty.

These multiple regression valid.ity estinates should. be conpared.

with the appropriate total rralidity. estimates. In sample I the multiple
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Table 17

Cross Validation Valid.ity Estinates Corrected-

for Restrictions in Range

MuJ.tiple regression Ê-_^_-! _equarr-on Experimental vaJ-uea !:lf:Pu !:î1¡"Puestimate esti-mate

7 3 ,473 ,I85 - ,686 ,564 ,464

5 ? ,406 .!35 - .627 ,?20 ,620

6 B ,676 .473 - ,?6r .??2 .6?Z

Derived rrom Applied. to ï ?{;ri|":id.ence 
ninus 'r

validity valid-ity R__ R___ - .1-:ty -rysample sample

"fror Table /.

i'j'ìl"'
lt :.
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regression estinate is snaller than the co:respond.ing total valid.ity

estimate, but they d.iffer by only ,02J and- they d-o not d.iffer

significantly at the .OJ 1eve1. The other multiple regression estimates

show a slight, non-significant tendenly to be larger than the total

valid.ity estimates. Each of the muJ-tiple regression estimates is

naturally larger than the verbal a¡rd- nathematical estimates on which j-t

is based. It should be noted that this is not always the case with the

total valid-ity estimates and the weighting used- by the publisher in

arriving at the total test scores Í-s, for the groups used. in this stud-y,

therefore less than optinum. Since, however, the nuJ-tiple regression

estinates all fall within 1"]ne )J/, confid.ence interval of the

conespond-ing total valid-ity esti-mates they d-o not represent a

significant improvement over the total valid.ity estimates, This would-

imply that the weighting used- by the publisher is reasonable.

Hypothesis Five

For all samples there are insufficient.ground.s for. rejecting nul1

hypothesi= HO5 at the .0J level (p.43; Table 6, p, M),

There is no significalt d.ifference between the estimates of

predictive valid.ity for each of the verbal subtest, the mathematical

subtest, and the total test of a gÍ-ven leve1 and, forn of SCAT Series If

for two ind-ependent samples of stud.ents.

It is therefore concluded- that the SCAT Series II shows acceptable

consistency from sample to sample.

Conclusion

The SCAT Series II has acceptable predictive r¡alidity at high
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school level in grades p through 11 for the school used in this str:dy.

ft is recommended that the lA verbal and. the 2A verbal subtests should

not be used. as sole pred.ictors but may be used- as variables in a multiple

regression equation or implicitly by'using the total test scores. The

weakest test in terms of predictive validity for the school in this study

would seem to be the SCAT Series II level 2, form A.

CONC],USIONS i:.; J.
,-': -L -,-::

.,.,.;,..,..¡,,,,

The SCAT Series II is a suffieiently reliable test instru¡nent and.
i, t ',,,,, ..,',

it d-oes have significant pred-ictive v¿lid-ity at high school level in '::::':¡":ì";

grades ! through 11. 
ì

Use of the test, in the school used. in this stud.lr as an entrance
r

test, or screening instrument, with the lowest scores observed. in this 
ì

I

stud.y being used. as "cut-off" 1eve1s, could. be justified. provid-ed. the 
ì

test was not used. as the sole criterion for ad.mission to the school. i '

l

Other information, such as reports from previous schools and the reports

of interviews, should- be taken into account. Using the d-ata of this

stud-y together with a.d.d-itional d.ata fron subsequent years school norms ,,,., ,,,.,',

could. be established- and. the i-ncid.ence of false acceptanees studj-ed-. .' 
t,rttrtt,

i i,:.:,,'.-:.'.:'-.,
The test results should. continue to be confid.ential to prevent a self- ::'::::' ' 

-

fi:-Lfil1ing prophecy effect. fn view of the apparent highly selective

natr:re of the school in this stud.y use of higher or more d.ifficult levels
..; 

... ..,,:..-l 
;..

of the SCAT Series fI at lower gra.d.e IeveIs night be consid.ered.. ¡:..,-,:.,,,,,;i,

Alternatively the school eou1d. look for, some noïe d.ifficult test or

consid.er the construction and- devel-opment of sone test instrument in

conjunction with other similar schools.

Schools facing the problem of selecting stud.ents on acad-emic ground,s l,;,..,,i,,:i',:¡u.



should. consider how similar their students are to those who took parb in

this stud-y and. would- be well advised to conduct similar stud.ies in their

onn situations. In the Ha4dþoo! SCAT Series II (196?) the publisher

7z

gives a table showing the percentile ranking of the schools which took

part in 1Jne 1966 norning administration, based. on the school average

score in the verbal and. nathematical subtests and. the total test

(Hand.book, Table 73, p,32). Fbom this table the percentile rank of the

school in this stud-y was consistently higher thran the )2nð. pereentile at

all levels and in all forms (the actual figr:res are shown in Table 18).

This would. mean that the experience of this school might be expected. to

be somewhat atypical. It should- also be kept in mind- that with such a

highly selected- group the cri-terion measr:re might well be strongly biased

ir¡ the d.irection of measuring the same constructs as are rneasured- by the

SCAT Series II--¡nuch rnore so thán would. be the case in a school with a

stud-ent bod-y nore representative of the population as a whole. Thi-s

could. mean that the estima-Les obtained. in this stud-y would. be over-

estinates of what a more average school might find-.

Schools considering the use of SCAT Series ff in placenent or

guid.ance situations should. be aware of the atypical nature of the school

in this stud.y. The reliability and predictive valid.ity of the SCAT

Series II wou1d., from this stud.y, justify a nore broadly based.

exanination of the test and. the establishment of regional or 1ocal

nolms.

Although the predictive valid.ity is on the whole satisfactory,

examination of ind.ivid.ual cases of stud.ents j¡l the samples reveal

several large d.iscrepancies between pred.iction and. performance. It

wouId. be interesting and perhaps revealing to investigate the effects
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lable 18

School Average SCAT Series II Scores Compared- with

Schuol Ave:rages in itlor¡nin6 Sample

Percentile ::ank
Grade at d.ate of
adninistration replication

ad.ministration
initial
administmtion

Verbal

8

9

10

Mathematical

I
9

10

Total

o9

99
J

99'

96

99

99

97

98

9B

97

9B

9e

97

95

97

93

98

98

8

9

10
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of other variables, such as stud.y habits and- attitud-es, on students'

performance.

In view of the valid.ity estinates obtained and the high degree of

consistency between estimates for ind.epend-ent sanples it would. be

lnterestlng to foll-ow up on this stud.y by assessing the pred.ictive

valid.ity of the SCAT Series II over an interval of 2, ), or 4 years

using the sanples of stud-ents, or their remnants, fron this study.

tr,::-., ',.j-;-.::,,
1. 1 I - ..:
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AÏPENDTX A

SCATTER DTAGRAMS FOR TI.IO VA],IDITY SAMPT,ES

The samples chosen for these d.iag::ans were selected. as the

verbal a,nd- mathematical valid.ity sanples showing the lowest verbal and-

mathenatical valid-ity estinates respectively.

On both d.iag:cams the least squares regression line is sholun as a

solid. line and. the mean values for the school year grad.e aven.ges and-

SCAT Series II scores, as broken lines. In neither d.Í-agram is there

any visual evid.ence of a curvil-inear relationship between the variables.

It was therefore concluded that the linear regressÌ-on nod.el was a

reasonable fit to the d-ata of these samples. Since all of the other

valid-ity samples in the study ga,ve rise to higher validity estimates

than those for the sanples diagrammed., it was hoped. that they would.

show at least as good- a fit to the linear regression mod.el.
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APPENDIX B

FORMUT,AE COMPENSATTNG TÐR NESTRICTIONS IN NANGE

The formula:

-1cy

where Ray = the co:sected- comelation

= the restricted. sample ¡
= the nonrestricted. stand-ard. d.eviation for x

= the restricted- stand.arrl d.eviation for ¿
= the nonrestricted. stand.ar¿ d.eviation for y

= the restricted- stand.arrl d.eviation for g,

can be derived. frorn Equation [11 zJU) on page 432 of Fgndamenla1s of

Statistics by T.L. Ke11ey (tg4ù,

tihere only x is restricted. this formula can be applied_ with

: g- and- the formula red.uces to that quoted. by l(aufman (tgZZ, p. 6)a
and attributed. by hinr to Thornd,yhe (t949, p. 1?3). This si_mpler

fornnla is also given on page Mg of Measurem-ent and. Asse.ssment i,n

BeÞvioural- Sgiences in an arbicle by lfhitla (f ç69).

fn applying these formrrlae in the present stud.y the experimenter

followed. Kaufman's suggestion that "a convenient stand.ard- for juclging

'ful1 range' might be . . . a norms sroup reported. in the test manual"

(Kaufman, 79?2, p. ?).
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ASPE}IDIX C

1ÍIE RET,TABILTTT OF T1IE CRITERTON MEASURE

For each of valid.ity samples 1, 5, and. 6 the three sets of actual

examination results for the November, February, and June exaninations

- were subjected. to a two-way analysis of variance, treating the d.ata as

d.ata fron a one factor experiment with repeated. measurernents. This

gives rise to three sums of squares: sum of squares for stud.ents, ,--Z'a
(rows)¡ sün of squares for examinatior", g^2 (columns), and. sum of'-c
squares for interaction, 

",2,.-).

Cronbach (tgZO) gives a method- by which an estimate of the

rel-iability coefficientr r.o,r can be d-etermined. fron the analysis of

variance data (pp. L5B-I6O). This nrethod ea¡r be reduced- to the formula¡

(t/c)c# - uu'l
(t/c)(#-srz)+".2

l{here C is the number of columns(examinations).

For sampI" t * was 4?4,g6, 8.2 was 6,26, and. ".2 *u." 15.80,

These values with Jp stud.ents and 3 examinations gives * I** of ,906,

For sampI. 5 * was 1J0.85, Þ"2 was 6.54, and s.2 was 24.01.

These values with 4J stud-ents a¡d 3 examinations gives an q--- of .81p.-1(X

For sampl" 6 t was 83/.?8, g"2 was Jl,3?, attd q2 *u." !?,?5,

These values with 2? stud.ents and. J examinations gives a" åx of .p40.

r=-"xx
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